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1.0 SUMMARY
This report describes progress and work
performed by the Garrett Turbine Engine
Company/Ford Motor Company Team during
January through June 1984 to develop tech-
nology for an Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT)
engine for automotive applications. This work
was performed for the Department of Energy
under NASA Contract DEN3-167. This is the
ninth in a series of semiannual reports. Work
performed during the first eight periods
(References 1 through 8) initiated design and
analysis, ceramic development, component
testing, and test bed evaluation.
Project effort conducted under this con-
tract is part of the DOE* Gas Turbine High-
way Vehicle System Program. This program is
oriented at providing the United States auto-
motive industry the high-risk long-range tech-
nology necessary to produce gas turbine en-
gines for automobiles with reduced fuel con-
sumption and reduced environmental impact.
Technology resulting from this program is in-
tended to reach the marketplace by the early
1990s.
The advanced automobile gas turbine, when
installed in a Ford vehicle (3000 pounds inertia
weight), will provide:
o A combined federal driving cycle (CFDC)
fuel economy of 42.3 miles per gallon
based on Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) test procedures and Diesel No. 2 fuel
(DF-2). The AGT-powered vehicle will
substantially give the same overall vehicle
driveability and performance as a com-
parable production vehicle powered by a
conventional spark-ignition powertrain sys-
tem
o Emissions less than federal standards
o Ability to use a variety of fuels
*A list of abbreviations and acronyms is pre-
sented in Appendix F, herein.
The major accomplishments for this period
are summarized in the foUr wing paragraphs.
1.1 Power Section Development
Rotor dynamic instability was successfully
reduced with the incorporation of an oil film
thrust bearing. Operation to 100,000 rpm was
achieved repeatedly and with stability. The
in3tability forces were isolated during cold
motoring of the engine and found to be the
bladed components.
The first ceramic structures engine was
successful to 2100F. All components passed
the initial tests without distress.
1.2 Combustor Development
A stable diffusion flame combustor system
was developed for engine use at 2100F. Test-
ing continued on the lean burn concept with
effort on the film-cooled Simplex nozzle.
Corrected test conditions for 250OF operation
were established as before at 160OF to deter-
mine nozzle emission data and integrity. As in
previous tests, the nozzle performed quite
well. Effort was initiated on this torch ignitor
used to light the main burner during startup.
Excellent lightoff characteristics were demon-
strated.
1.3 Regenerator
Initial Phase V seals were delivered and
tested in the ceramic structures rig at 2000F
and in the engine at 2100F. In general, the
seals performed quite well in the diaphragm
area. However, the I-85 coating showed signs
of overtemperature and will be replaced with
I-151, a higher heat capacity coating. An
initial lot of I-151 seals was delivered to
Garrett for testing.
Regenerator rig testing of Phase V seals
showed better leakage and core torque values
than the Phase IV or III seals.
1.4 Ceramic Development
Ceramic component screening tests were
continued on the transition duct/baffle,
Inner/outer diffuser housings, and turbine
shroud. The inner/outer diffusers and transi-
tion duct/baffle were successfully screened
for normal start conditions and thus are qual-
Med for AGT101 (2500F) operation. The tur-
bine shroud screening rig was designed to
better simulate the flowpath. Following sev-
eral mechanical problems, the rig was success-
fully ramped to 250OF and held for six min-
utes. All components were inspected follow-
ing test with no distress noted.
Fabrication continued on rotors at
AiReseareh Casting Company and Ford. Sev-
eral rotors were used for cut-up specimen
testing with encouraging results. In both the
axial and radial orientation, rotor density and
strength were essentially identical.
2
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
This report is the ninth in a series of Semi-
annual Technical Summary Reports for the
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) Technology
Development Project, authorized under NASA
Contract DEN3-167 and sponsored by the
DOL. This report has been prepared by The
Garrett Turbine Engine Company (hereinafter
referred to as Garrett), a Division of The
Garrett Corporation, and includes information
provided by the Ford Motor Company (herein-
after referred to as Ford), The Carborundum
Company, and AiResearch Casting Company
(ACC). The project was administered by Mr.
Roger Palmer, Project Manager, NASA-Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. This
report presents plans and progress from
January through June 1984.
Project effort conducted under this con-
tract is part of the DOE Gas Turbine Highway
`vehicle System Program. This program is
oriented at providing the United States auto-
motive industry the high-risk, long-range tech-
nology necessary to produce gas turbine en-
gines for automobiles that will have reduced
fuel consumption and reduced environmental
impact. The intent is that technology resLlt-
ing from this program be capable of reaching
the marketplace by the euAy 1990s.
The advanced gas turbine, when installed in
a Ford vehicle (3000 pounds inertia weight)
would provide:
o A CFDC fuel economy of 42.8 miles per
gallon based on EPA test procedures and
DF-2. The AGT-powered vehicle shall give
substantially the same overall vehicle
driveability and performance as a compar-
able production vehicle powered by a con-
ventioral spark-ignition powertraie system
o Emissions les:i than federal standards
o Ability to use a variety of fuels
The Garrett/Ford advanced gas turbine has
been designated the AGT101.
The program is oriented toward developing
advanced gas turbine long-range high-risk
technology such that the automotive industry
can carry forward to production in the 1990s.
Emphasis on ceramics, gas bean ►
 gs, low emis-
sion combustion, and improved component per-
formance shall continue. The AGT101 is being
used as a test bed in which to develop these
technologies.
The program schedule is depicted in Figure
1. The program continues technology work
through FY86, culminating in demonstration of
the original goals of engine specific fuel con-
sumption, power output, and emissions. in
addition, the viability of ceramics will have
been demonstrated in the AGT101 test beds,
and the potential of economically producing
the ceramic parts in automotive production
quantities will have been assessed. When
these goals are achieved, Ford will be in a
position to proceed, without Government sup-
port, through the typical preproduction tasks
that then could lead to production in the
1990s.
The primary technology challenge in the
program continues to be the development of
ceramic components and related high perfor-
mance gas turbine aerothermodynamic compo-
nents development for the AGT101. The
AGT101 nominally is a 100 shp engine, capable
of speeds to 100,000 rpm and operating at
turbine inlet temperatures (TIT) to 250OF with
a specific fuel consumption level of 0.3
pounds/horsepower/hour over much of the
operating range.
This report reviews the power section
(metal and ceramic) effort conducted to date,
followed by a review of the component/ceram-
ic technology development. Appendices in-
clude reports of progress from Ford, ACC and
The Carborundum Company. Additionally,
study reports prepared by Garrett subcontrac-
ted professionals on materials and processes
are contained in Appendices D and E.
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Figure 1. AGT101 Program Schedule.
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3.0 POWER SECTION DEVELOPMENT
i
Testing of all three development engines
continued during this reporting period. SIN
001 and 3/N 003 were dedicated to resolving
rotor dynamic instability problems, while SIN
002 was tested with ceramic structures to
2100F. The incorporation of an oil film thrust
bearing forward of the compressor impeller
and aft of the ball bearing has added moment
stiffness and damping to the system. Opera-
tion to 100,000 rpm was achieved repeatedly
with stability. Cold motoring of SIN 003
provided a means of identifying instability
sources. Back-to-back testing showed the
driving forces of instability to be the bladed
components. SIN 002 was successfully tested
through one and later ten thermal cycles to
2100F. Teardown inspection showed all cer-
amic components to be in good shape.
3.1 Engine SIN 001
Engine SIN 001 was used as part of an
Intensive effort to resolve the rotor dynamic
instability. This activity, directed by the
AGT101 Rotor Dynamics Task Force, included
thermal mapping of the engine foil bearing
structure and initial testing of an oil film
thrust bearing.
From Build 17 through Build 19, SIN 001
engine was used to evaluate thermal con-
ditions in the foil bearing and surrounding
structure. This information was correlated
with 2-D and 3-D computer models to deter-
mine how foil bearing sway space (diametrial
clearance between journal and foils) dimen-
sionally varied with engine operating condi-
tion.
Steady state information was collected at
50-, 60-, 70-, 80- and 90,000 rpm and tran-
sient data was collected as the engine was
accelerated to 100-percent speed. Turbine
bore cooling and foil bearing housing cooling
were also varied to determine their effect on
foil bearing structure temperatures and on
rotor behavior.
Rotor dynamic characteristic•, which were
similar on each of the engine builds, are
summarized in Table 1.
On Builds 17 and 19, foil bearit:e failures
occurred while dwelling at speeds greater
than 98,000 rpm due to excessive rotor vibra-
tion.
Thermal data was collected using thermo-
couples mounted on the compressor back-
shroud, foil bearing housing, and foil bearing
carrier, as shown on Figure 2. This data was
used to establish boundary conditions for 2-D
analytical modeling as shown in Figure 3.
Agreement between the resenting model and
the engine test data was very good.
The analysis evaluated three conditions
with respect to non-engine supplied external
cooling of the foil bearing assembly. The first
condition used '.-nth turbine bore cooling air
and external foi bearing carrier cooling air,
the second condition turned off the bore cool-
ing, and the third condition turned off bore
cooling and carrier cooling. The results of this
analysis for steady state engine )perating con-
ditions are shown in Figures 4 through 7. In
each case the foil bearing sway space de-
creased from cold build to idle operating con-
ditions. Additionally, the sway space de-
creased as the engine speed increased. Re-
ductions in external cooling air further de-
creased sway space. The transient response
for a typical cold engine lightoff and accelera-
tion is illustrated in Figure 8, which shows
sway space quickly responding to speed
changes.
Based on the result of the analysis, rotor
dynamic instability does not appear to be ex-
nlained by changing thermal environments.
3.1.1 Hydrodynamic Thrust Bearing
S,,/N 001 engine Builds 20 through 25 were
devoted to the evaluation of a hydrodynamic
thrust bearing (Figure 9). The oil film thrust
tTable 1. Engine S/N 001 Rotor Dynamic Summary 	 t
Build No. 17 18 19
Maximum speed obtained 991,600 959400 980000
(rpm)
Maximum steady state 91,000 859200 801000
speed (rpm)
Limiting subsynchronous 0.82 at 124 H$ 1.16 at 110 Hz 0.92 at 105 Hz
vibration (mils) Turbine Turbine Turbine
r"
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Figure 2. Foil Bearing Assembly/Structure
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Figure 3. AGT101 Foil Bearing Finite
Element Mode.L
bearing is designed to work in concert with the
hydraulically mounted ball bearing such that
the thrust bearing will carry a major portion
of the aerodynamic thrust, allowing the
hydraulic mount on the ball bearing to more
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Figure 4. Predicted Foil Bearing Sway Space
Change for Different Steady-State Operating
Points. (Bore and Carrier Cooling).
efficiently dampen rotor motion. Additional-
ly, the thrust bearing itself contributes to
damping and rotor angular stiffness. Table 2
summarizes the salient build configurations.
Test results are described below:
Build 20: The engine was operated to a
maximum speed of 80,000 rpm. Speed was
limited by rapidly increasing turbine sy*ichro-
nous vibration amplitudes, as shown in Figure
10. As this maximum speed was approached,
quill shaft motion, shown in Figure 11. was
erratic.
Build 21: Two significant modifications were
made in this build. First, a foil bearing with a
Figure 5. Predicted Foil Bearing Sway Space
Change for Different Steady-State Operating
Points. (Carrier Cooling Only).
thicker foil substrate was used, because this
configuration demonstrated in-proved perfor-
mance on the rotor dynamic rigs (see Section
4.6 herein). Second, in an attempt to stabi-
lize quill shaft motion versus Build 20, 0.003
inch of copper plate was added to the splined
spacer major diameter, inducing a diametral
interference fit of 0.0025 to 0.003 inch (Figure
9).
Rotor dynamic performance for this engine
is shown in Figures 12 and 13, revealing excel-
lent svnchronous and subsynch*onous vibration
trends.	 The only item of note is a mild
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Figure 6. Predicted Foil Bearing Sway Space
Change for Different Steady-State Operating
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synchronous peak between 95,000 and 95,000
rpm.
Build 22: The thrust bearing was structurally
modified to facilitate assembly. The same
splined spacer and quill shaft from Build 21
were used. During testing, the engine exhi-
bited poor rotor dynamic characteristics with
large synchronous turbine motion as engine
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Figure 8. Predicted Foil Hearing Sway Space
Change for a Typical Cold Engine Lightoff
and Acceleration.
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Build 20 21 22 23 24 25
Hydradlic mount 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046
clearance (inch)
Thrust bearing 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.004 0.004
build clearance to to to
(inch) 0.007 0.001 0.007
Foil bearing sway 0.0062 0.0063 0.0063 0.0083 0.0083 0.0050
space(l)
(inch)
Foil bearing substrate 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
thickness (inch)
Foil bearing spring
rste (lb/in)
1737 3225 3225 3738 3738 1700
Turbine rotor Astruloy Astroloy Astroloy Dual Alloy Ceramic Ceramic
Quill shaft/ Set No 3 Set No 3 Set No 3 Set No 3 Set No 104 Set No 3
splined spacer Unplated New plating Worn New platinglNew plating New plating
plating 0.0025 to 1	 0.0025 to 0.0025 to
0.003 inch 0.003 inch 0.003 inch
diametral diametral diametral
interference interference interference
fit fit fit
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Figure 9. Hydrodynamic Thrust Bearing 	 Figure 10. Engine S/N 001, Build 20
Design Improvements.	 Rotor Vibration.
Table 2. S/N 00i Hydrodynamic Thrust Bearing Builds
Rotor Configuration
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Figure 11. Eng;ne S/N 001, Build 20 Speed Limiting Shaft Excursions.
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Figure 13. Engine SIN 091 Build 21
Rotor Subsynchronous Frequency.
65	 70	 75
speed approached 80,000 rpm. Figures 14 and	 SPEED. KRPM
15 show turbine synchronous and subsynchro-
nous vibration characteristics versus speed. A
minor build error that produced a much smal-	 Figure 15. Engine SIN 001 Build 22
ler ball bearing preload was discovered. This 	 Rotor Subsynchronous Frequency.
situation was corrected but the engine ran
with nu change from earlier testing. Based on 	 Build 23: The thrust bearing configuration was
Build 22 results, the decision was made to	 modified to match, as closely as practical,
rmnact thn Rii;lrl 91 nnnf;m i ratio n .
	
	 that of Build 21. The original Build 21 thrust
bearing configuration was used, the spline
ti
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spacer was replated with copper to the same
thickness as Build 21, and all the Build 21
clearance dimensions were lised. Rotor dy-
namic behavior was very similar to that ob-
served on the Build 21 tests, showing signifi-
cant improvement over Build 22. The engine
was operated to 100-percent speed with ac-
ceptable synchronous vibration and insignifi-
cant subsyrichronous vibration, as shown in
Figures 16 a.-_' 17. Ball bearing preload was
reduced from 20 pounds to less than 5 pounds
to determine its effect on engine rotor dyna-
mics. No change was evident.
100	 3 = TURBINE SYNCHRONOUS
Q = TURBINE SUBSYNCHRONOUS
0.75
it 0.50
a is	 „f
0 D0
50	 55	 BO	 65	 70	 75	 Be	 K	 90
SPEED. KRPM
Figure 16. S/N 001 Build 23 Rotor Vibration.
SPEED. KNPM
Figure 17. S/N 001 Build 23 Rotor
Subsynchronous Frequency.
Build 24: A ceramic turbine rotor was built
into this engine to determine the effects on
rotor dyanamics behavior (Figure 18). The
engine was assembled in the Build 23 configur-
ation. The old quill shaftisplinec spacer set
was replaced with a new set, the spliced
spacer being appropriately copper plated. The
engine wELs motored to 16.000 rpm before
being shut down due to high synchronous vibra-
tion. The problem was traced to the quill
shaft and the interference fit with the splined
spacer. During assembly, the quill shaft rigid-
ly cocked relative to the splined spacer, caus-
ing large driven response in she rotor as the
engine was motored.
Build 25: The large excursions from Build 24
damaged the foil bearing, making replacement
necessary. The quill shaft/splined spacer set
was replaced with the newly plated set from
Build 23. The engine ran with rotor dynamic
characteristics similar to those of Builds 21
and 23 up to 97,300 rpm. At that speed the
ceramic rotor failed. Figures 19 and 20 des-
cribe the synchronous and subsynchronous ro-
tor excursions for this run. Investigations are
underway to determine the failure mode.
3.l Engine S/N 002C
Build 1: Preparations continued for Build 1 of
the 210OF ceramic structures engine. Changes
in the test plan were made to incorporate
additional supporting instrumentation and vis-
ual readout to aid the test engineer. Various
engine safety parameters, such as maximum
speed and automatic overspeed shutdown by
the electronic control unit (ECU), were mod-
ified to better suit the test activities.
Figure 21 depicts a revised start transient
cycle selected after re-evaluation of the
ceramic component stress leveis during start.
The revised schedule accommodates a 20-per-
cent stress margin below the level of exposure
seen in the ceramic structures rig (Reference
8). The ECU was modified to implement the
thermal ramp cycle.
The assembly of engine S/N 002C is depic-
ted in Figures 22 through 28. Assembly of the
12
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Figure 18. Ceramic Rotor in Metal Engine, Build 24.
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Figure 19. Engine S/N 001, Build 25
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Figure 21. Revised Start Transient Cycle for First Ceramic Engine.
ceramic turbine shroud module starts with the
compressor backshroud followed by ceramic
insulation (Fi gure 22), then the spacer as-
sembly, inner diffuser housing, rocker assem-
bly, outer diffuser housing, turbine shroud, and
ceramic bolt assembly are installed, complet-
ing the shroud module subassembly (Figure 23).
The module is then installed in the engine
outer case (compressor housing) and the dual
alloy turbine rotor is installed (Figure 24).
Figures 25 through 28 depict the remainder of
the assembly. Following assembly the engine
was installed in the test cell.
After several motoring runs and aborted
starts, a partial teardown was conducted to
inspect the ceramic hardware. No evidence of
deterioration was noted. The engine was reas-
sembled and testing continued.
Engine SIN 002C was successfully tested
on February 16, 1984, through one thermal
cycle to a TIT of 210OF and an engine speed of
55,000 rpm. Figure 29 depicts the actual
cycle, showing a peak temperature of '1100F
for approximately 5 minutes.
During the initial test, the starter was
engaged throughout the run to assist in load-
ing the engine as temperature was ramped to
2100F. At approximately 1700F, appearances
were given that the engine would self-sustain.
However, no attempt was made to drop the
starter out during this initial cycle.
Engine disassembly and inspection revealed
no ceramic component damage. Subsequent
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) further sub-
stantiated the successful run with no indica-
tions of cracking or interface damage. The
components were returned to the assembly
area for further testing.
Build 3. Build 3 of SIN 002C was completed
using the saiAe hardware. The engine was
installed in the test cell and several modifica-
14
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Figure 22. Ceramic Engine Assembly	 Figure 23. Ceramic Turbine Shroud Module
in Process.	 Assembled.
Ab
Figure 24. Module Installed in
Compressor Housing.	 Figure 25. Back Shroud Installed.
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Figure 26. Combustor Baffle Installed.
Figure 28. Flow Separator :lousing and
Regenerator Shied Installed.
Figure 27. Transition Duct Installed.
tions were made to the ECU and supporting
equipment based on Cycle 1 data. The objec-
tive of this second test was to complete 10
thermal cycles similar to Cycle 1. During the
first of the 10 cycles, starter assist was
dropped out of the system at an indicated self-
sustaining temperature of approximately
1700F; the unit oversped to 80,000 rpm and
shut down. This indicated that indeed a self-
sustaining engine condition had been reached.
Several additional attempts to maintain speed
control without starter drag were made, but
the engine was very sensitive to small
increases or decreases in load. It was decided
to maintain starter engagement throughout
the cycles. Testing was completed with no
acoustic events noted throughout the 10
cycles.
Engine leardown was completed on April
1984. All major ceramic components sur-
vived 10 thermal cycles with only minor dam-
age. The following observations were made:
The flow separator housing was chipped in
an area of a previously repaired chip
16
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Figure 29. S/N 002C - T4 Schedule Tested on February 16, 1984.
o Four stators were chipped at contact stress
locations
o All ceramic bolts were loading in 'Lhe fillet
against the radius on the crowned spacers--
(not design intent)--no resultant damage
was observed
o Tne foil bearing assenTbly was in good con-
dition with no abnormal wear pattern
o No evidence of turbine rotor rubs was
noted on the turbine shroud or backshroud
Engine S/N 002C has accumulated 14.7
hours with 25 starts. These hours represent 11
start transient thermal cycles on the same set
of ceramic strictures.
Build 4. Build 4 was completed utilizing a
second set of ceramic structures (Build 10,
Structures Rig, Reference 8). The engine was
55,000 rpm, and 36 minutes into the test.
Testing was aborted and the engine was
removed for dissassembly. At the time of rub,
the major events recorded oy the acoustic
emissions equipment monitoring the test did
not indicate a response signature detrimental
to the ceramic structure.
Engine teardown was completed on May 2,
1984, and inspection revealed the following:
• A heavy turbine wheei rub with the ceram-
ic turbine backshroud was incurred (See
Figure 30).
• Metal "shavings" from the turbine rotor
backface were deposited on the ceramic
turbine backshroud (Figure 31)
o The ceramic turbine shroud was radially
installed in test cell C-102 on May 1, 1984. 	 rubbed by the metallic turbine rotor: no
significant damage was evident (Figure 32)
During the first thermal cycle of a pro-	 o A ceramic combustor baffle support leg
jected 10-cycle test series, a turbine rub was	 was the only ceramic part found chipped
encountered at approximately 160OF TIT,	 (Figure 33)
17
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Figure 30. Turbine Rotor/Backshroud Rub, Figure 31. Turbine Rotor Backface Metal
Shavings Deposited on Turbine Backshroud.
Figure 32. Turbine Shroud Show9 Radial
Rub from Turbine Rotor.
Figure 33. Chirped Ceramic Combustor
Haffle Support Leg.
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o The turbine rotor can be reused after re-
surfacing the foil bearing journal area,
hand finishing the rub area, and rebal-
ancing
o The turbine backshroud and turbine shroud
can be recontoured, heat treated, and
reused
The primary cause of failure was insuf-
ficient turbine backface rotor- to-turbine
backshroud clearance. Dimensions on the tur-
bine backshroud were rechecked against the
Build 3 backshroud, and a local contour dis-
crepancy wa Fund.
Total engine run time to date is 15.5 hours,
27 starts.
Build 5: The engine was recunfigured with the
new oil film thrust bearing and an updated foil
bearing assembly for achieving stable rotor
dynamics throughout the operating speed
range. (See Sections 3.1 and 3.3) The test
plan was revised to include a full-speed run to
2100E for 5 minutes. Following assembly and
installation, testing was initiated on Build 5.
The engine proceeded routine!y through the
first thermal cycle at 1840F on an increasing
temperLturc ramp until an electrical problem
caused a premature shutdown. Subsequently, a
motoring run was initiated to cool the engine
down to enable a restart, but the foil bearing
failed while accelerating to idle speed.
A complete foil bearing failure, with a
light turbine rub on th,_ ceramic turbine
shroud, was evident at teardown. No ceramic
hardware was damaged as a result of the test.
The surface of the turbine journal in the foil
bearing aree was highly distressed and requires
resurfacing prior to use in subseque^t builds.
The Wayne-Kerr probes were damaged by the
rotor journal and also require resurfacing or
replacement. No foil bearing carrier dgmage
or compressor rub was evident in the tear-
down.
Total engine run time to date is 16.25
hours, 28 starts.
3.3 Engine S/N 003
Using engine S/N 003 as a rotor dynamic
test bed, a great deal of progress was made to
isolate the source of instability and develop
solutions to this recurring problem. A unique
test setup allowing cold motoring of the rotor
in the engine made it possible to isolate aero-
dynamic effects. These effects, emanating
from the bladed components, are the primary
cause of the subsynchronous motion described
in References 5-8.
Another dramatic effect was made on in-
stability with the regenerator drive mecha-
nism. Full speed operation of S/N 003 was
achieved several times by manipulating the
regenerator core speed to suppress subsyn-
chronous amplitude.
By incorporating the hydrodynamic thrust
bear;ng in engine S/N 001, subsynchronous
whirl was completely suppressed (Section 3.1).
Engine S/N 0n3 was used to develop alterna-
tive solutions. Damper mechanisms at the foil
bearing were tried but did not develop into
viable solutions. High preload foil bearings
showed significant improvements and will con-
tinue to be developed to stabilize the rotor
system. The following sections describe en-
gine S/N 003 activities during this reporting
period.
3.3.1 Foil Bearing F.nvironment/Thermal Test
A new foil bearing thermal isolation cup-
gort structure has been incorporated into the
engine (Figure 34). Similar to S/N 001, the
environment and structures around the foil
bearing were extensively instrumented to
monitor possible distortions in the foil bearing
that may correlate w!th rotor dynamic prob-
lerns. Once the engine reached thermal equi-
librium, testing showed that foil bearing dis-
tortion was minimal.
Additional testing included varying engine
conditions such as inlet gulch vane (ICV) posi-
tion (open to full closed), engine load on the
output shaft (0 to 200 in-lb), foil bearing and
shaft bore cooling flows (on and off), and the
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Figure 34. Comparison of Old and New
Foil Searing llousing Dosign.
fuel control (changed from pulse-width-
modulated to a gear pump type). The effects
of these parameters on rotor dynamics were
negligible.
3.3.2 Compressor Back-face Smoothing
The new foil bearing housing and mounting
ooits (Figure 35) increased flow dis urbances
on the compressor backface (foil bearing cool-
ing flow). in an effort to smooth this area. the
bolts were changed to countersunk screws with
a bolt shroud to submerse the screw heads and
fill in the pockets around the local flange taps
on the new, foil Gearing housing. These
changes, implemented on Builds 40 and Al (see
Figure 35) did suppress the subsynchronous
whirl to some extent as the engine achieved
10,000 rprn higher speed.
3.3.3 Increased Foil Bearing Stiffness
The foil and spring thicknesses were in-
creased to increase foil bearir g stiffness. The
"6+1" (C.006-inch thick fo i l substrate-plus-
O.OU1-inch	 thick	 coating)	 foil	 bearing
increased the spring rate of the "5+1" :oil
bearing from 1800 to 2300 lb-in. This config-
uration achieved nearly 89,000 rpm before a
i
!OU1L11 391	 MILD 401	 IBUILO 411
Figure 35. Cempres-vor Baci face Configurai;ons.
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sudden increase in synchronous motion caused
an engine shutdown. This synchronous motion
increase was thought to be caused by a shift in
quill shaft eccentricity due to the loose fit in
the splined shaft.
3.3.4 Bali Bearing Area Cor. Figuration
Changes
This test was conducted to determine the
effects on rotor dynamics resulting from of
changes made in the ball bearing area. These
changes included replacing the aluminum inlet
housing with steel, copper plating the splined
spacer, decreasing the oil mount diametral
clearance, and replacing the ball bearing
(Build 45).
Testing was initiated without the engine
loader installed and bore cooling flow on.
After 10 minutes at idle the bore cooling flow
was turned off. The engine was accelerated to
87,000 rpm at which time the synchronous and
subsvnehronous :notion exceeded the 1-rail
limit. Regenerator speed was srt at 18 rpm.
Speed was varied from 12 to 22.5 rpm and the
subsynchroncus amplitude changed d •amatic-
ally. Another engine acceleration was made
to 95,700 rpm, where the syn; hronous motion
reached 1. .9 mils p-p, and the engine dece,.-
erared. V;'ith thz engine operating at 75,700
rpm the effect of regenerator speed was in-
vestigated; subsynchronous amplitude de-
creased from 1.32 to 0.49 mils as regenerator
speed was 7hanged from 14 to 13 rpm.
Later, the engine was accelerated five
times from 85,000 to 100,060 rpm, the first
four times for a 10-second duration and the
last time fir a 10-minute duration. In this
speed range, the optimum regenerator speed
was 14.5 rpm. The engine was loaded (IGVs
sec at 12-percent and byre cooling off) with no
detrimentel effect on rotor dynamics.
3.3.5 Initial Engine Motoring Tests
A series of motoring tests was completed
during this reporting period. The objective of
these tests was to isolate the sources of
destabilizing -nergy causing unstable rotor
motion. The configurations Lested are shown
in Fig,.jre 36. The baseline configi , ratioit is the
BASELINE CONFIGURATION 45
CENTER OF
FO!L GEARING
MCTAL & CERAMIC LOCATION OF C.G.
CERAMIC; TURBINE WHEEL 45A
DUMMY TURBINE ROTOR 45B
4
DYNAMIC RIG ROTOR 45C
Figure 36. Motoring Test Configu-actions.
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configuration that was tested to full speed
(100,000 rpm) in the engine as discussed in
Section 3.3.4 (Buiid 45). The engine was
transferred to the Foil Bearing Laboratory and
an air turbine starter (ATS) was coupled to
the output shaft. This essentially completed
the motoring setup shown in Figure 37. The
only additional setup was a lubrication system
for the ATS and engine gearbox.
To isolate aerodynamic energy, the bladed
components were replaced with nonbladed
rotating discs like those used for the rotor
dynamic rig. The turbine wheel was replaced
with the dummy turbine rotor in Build 45B,
and the impeller was replaced with the dummy
compressor in Build 45C.
An acceleration was accomplished to the
maximum speed within the vibration limits
with these rotors installed in the engine. The
results are summarized in Figure 38, with
subsynchronous amplitude plotted versus rotor
speed. The data also are tabulated in Table 3.
The results show that the baseline rotor
could not be run at speeds greater than 80,000
rpm without exceeding the 1-mil vibration
limit. Some of the reasons why this baseline
run was worse than the hot engine run of
identical configuration are:
o The operating sway space was somewhat
larger in the motoring test than in the self-
sustained engine run because the turbine
wheel (including the journal on which the
foil bearing runs) was significantly c.ioler
o The air densities and aerodynamic effects
are affected by the addition of combustor
heat
o The rotor is being driven through the gear-
box instead of producing power to the
output shaft
The subsynchronous amplitude was signifi-
cantly reduced when the bladed cntor was
replaced with the dummy turbine wheel (Fig-
ure 36, Build 45B). This test was terminated
because of test equipment failure, not rotor
dynamics. The amplitude became virtually
insignifi ,!ant when the bladed impeller also
was replaced with a dummy (Figure 36, Build
45C).
This test and the resulting data show that
the primary source of destabilizing energy is
the aerodynamic effects induced by the bladed
components.
As evidenced in engine S/N 001 (Build 21),
additional damping can be added to the system
to sufficiently suppress this energy. This
approach is supported by a recent technical
article (Reference 9).
3.3.6 Compensated Engine Motoring Test
The purpose of these tests was to deter-
mine what rotor dynamic improvements can
be made by adding damping at the foil bearing.
Both high preload foil bearings and additional
damper mechanisms were tried to improve
dynamics. The various bearing preloads (stated
in terms of breakaway torque) are summarized
in Figure 39 as a function of sway space.
Bearing characteristics are summarized in
Table 4. The sway space of the bearings
tested w is kept at 6 mils to provide consistent
comparisons with the baseline bearing.
Bearing Preload - The changes to increase
preload in the foil bearing proved more suc-
cessful in increasing the damping (or decreas-
ing the subsynchronous amplitude). The ampli-
tude is plotted in Figure 40. The "7+1" design
(increasing the foil substrate thickness by 1
mil) showed a minor improvement, and the
improved "6+1" bearing (increasing the backing
spring preform radius from 0.9 to 1.1 inches)
showed a significant suppression of the subsyn-
chronous whirl amplitude. The most effective
improvement was the longer "6+1" axial bear-
ing (incorporating the spring radius change),
which achieved 87,000 rpm with excessive
synchronous motion (the subsynchronous mo-
tion was still well within the 1-mil limit).
Teardown of this engine revealed a severe-
ly damaged bearing in the gearbox and a
slightly pitted bearing on the rotor. These
12
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Subsynchronous Motion.
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parts will be replaced and the test repeated to
see if this configuration can be run to full
speed.	 D
4	 5	 6	 I
Dampers - The dampers tested were the metal
mesh and coated foils. These two bearing-	 swAr SPACE N1ILs
damper combinations are shown in Figure 41,
along with the baseline and the longer axial	 Figurz 39. Breakaway Tc
foil bearing.	 Space for Different Foil f
Table 3. SIN 003 Motoring Teat summary
Teat
Date
Build
No. Compressor Turbine
Foil
Bearing
Turbine Motion
Speed,	 Frequency, Amplitude,
rpm	 Hz	 mlls
Quill
shaft Motioi
Frequency, Amp
Hz	 r
5-3 45 T1 Wheel Aatroloy 6+1 80,000 100(A) 1.5
1335(B) 0.8 1335 1
5-10 45A Ti Wheel Ceramic 6+1 90 , 000 170(A) 1.0
1500(8) 1.5 1500 1
5-14 45P TI Wheel Dummy 6+1 90,000 105(A) 0.5
Metal 1500(B) 0.7 1500 1
5-25 45C Dummy Dummy 6+1 100 , 000 125(A) 0.1
Metal 1670(8) 0.8 1670 2
5-31 45C Dummy Dummy 6+1 100,000 110(A) 0.3
i	 and Metal 1005(8) 0.4 1005 0
6
(A) Subay-vehronoun
(B) 3yn ^hrorou^
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Table 4. AGT101 Foil Bearing Characteristics Summary
i
r.
E
Nomenclature Length,
Inch
Foil
Radius,
Inch
Backing
Spring Radius,
inch
Foil Thickness
Baseline "6+1" 1.07 1.125 0.90 0.006 inch substrate (+)
0.001 inch coating
Improved "6+1" 1.07 1.125 1.10 0.006 inch substrate (+)
0.001 inch coating
Long "6+1" 1.40 1.125 GAG 0.006 inch substrate (+)
0.01 inch coating
"7±1" 1.07 1.125 0.90 0.007 inch substrate (+)
0.001 inch coating
I Bo b 	 METAL
	
DAMPER	 BASELINE	 BASS ELINE 6+I	 -,,., LS O 6 R AXIAL CESIGN
MESH	 COATED	 -1+1
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Figure 40. S/N CO3 Mot.;ring Tests -, 
DAMPER DESIGN	 DAMPER COATING DESIGN
Subsynchronois Motion.	 Figure 41. Alternative Bearings Tested.
Table 5 summarizes the results. 	 spring r'.e decreased 25 percent and theg	 P
first critical frequency (an indicator of
	
The rotor d;Ynamic improvements can best 	 dynamic stiffness) decreased from 1';0 to
	
be portrayed by plotting subsynchrnnous whirl	 80 Hz. Since rotor amplitude is greatly
	
amplitude ver3us engine speed. Figure 42 is a 	 affected over this frequency range, further
	
p:ot of this parameter. That the dynamics of 	 development of this concept would require
	
the metal mesh and foil coating dampers are 	 raising the dynamic stiffness. Based on the
	
+iot as good as those of the baseline becomes 	 results, however, th,s development is not
	
obvious. The probable reasons for this deteri- 	 warranted at this t;mc.
oration in dynamic beha ,.ior are:
o Damper Coating Foils - The flame spray on
	
o Metal Mesh Damper - Since this concept	 the back (convex) surface of the foils signi-
	
adds a spring in series with the foil bear-	 ficantly increases foil-to-foil friction.
	
ing, the net bearing stiffness decreases	 This increase in friction may have been
compared to the baseline. 	 The static	 excessive and prevented suf f icient sliding
25
Table 5. SIN 003 Motoring Test Summary
Test
Date
1 985
Build
No. Compressor Turbine
Foil
bearing
Speasd,
rpm
Turbine Motion
Frequency, Amplitude,
I	 Hz	 mils
Qu W
Snaft Motion
Frequency, Amplitude,
Hz	 mils Comments
6-7, 46 Ti Wheel Astroloy 6+1 90,000 125(A) 1.0 Negligible effect with
6-8 (Spring 1505 ( B) 1.0 1500 2 . 1 symmetrical inlet
Radius 1.1)
6-12 46A Ti Wheel Astroloy 7+1 84 , 000 120(A) 1.1
1400(B) 0.9 1400 1.8
6-13 46B T: Wheel Astroloy 7+1 81,000 120(A) 1.1 New quill matched set
1350,B) 1.0 1350 1.3 without copper plating
6-19 46C Ti Wheel Astroloy 6+1 56 , 000 85(A) 1.2 Metal mesh damper andI
930(B) 0.4 930 0.5 foll bearing
6-21 46D Ti Wheel Astroloy 6+1 65 , 000 115(A) 1.2 With damper coating
1065(B) 0.8 1065 0.6 on foils
6-22 46E Ti Wheel Astroloy 6+1 80 , 000 100 ( A) 1.3 Repeat of baseline
1335(B) 0.8 1335 2.1 Build 45, Tested
5-3-85
13 -29 46F Ti Wheel As:roloy Long 87,000 135(A) 0.6
6+1 1 1450(B) 1	 1.5
(A) Subaynchronous
(B) Synchronous
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Figure 42. 3!N 008 Motoring Tests -
3ubsynchronous Whirl Amplitude.
motion to allow the foils to follow the
radial motion of the shaft.
3.3.7 Ceramic Turbine Wheel Motoring Test
The ceramic turbine wheel was installed in
place of the metal (Astroloy) wheel and desig-
nated Build 45A (see Figure :6). This rotor
configuration was run. to 90,000 rpm before
the subsynchronous amplitude reached 1 mil
compared to 80,000 rpm for the baseline.
With half the mass in this ceramic wheel
(versus the Astroloy wheel), not only was the
gravity load on the foil bearing reduced. but
more importantly, the undesirable overhung
mass was reduced. The center of gravity was
moved from 0.78 inch on the turbine side
(metal wheel) to 0.15 inch on the compressor
side (ceramic wheel) relative to the foil bear-
ing center.
This significant change was tested to
determine the effect on rotor dynamics. The
results are plotted in Figure 43 and show
somewhat improved dynamics (lower ampli-
tude of the subsynchronous motion). However,
the change from the metal to the ceramic
turbine wheel is not sufficient to eliminate all
instabilities.
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Figure 44. Performance Rating Stations.
4.0 COMPONENT/SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Component/subsystem development activi-
ties during this reporting period concentrated
on supporting AGT101 160OF engine testing,
ceramic development, combustion nozzle
tests, and hot regenerator testing. Figure 44
shows the performance rating stations for the
AGT101 engine and components.
The following sections discuss major ef-
forts and accomplishments during the report-
ing period for each component subsystem.
4.1 Compressor Development
4.3 Combustion
4.3.1 Diffusion Flame (DF) Combustor
4.3.1.1 Combustor Rig Performance Check
Test development continued on the DF
metal for the 210OF rated engine. The lean
blowout limits were established as a function
of engine load. These data are shown in
Figure 45, which depicts the lean blowout
fuel/air ratio as a function of load. The fuel
atomization air output pressure drop was
maintained Fit 4 psid for these tests.
No activity during this reporting period.
4.2 Turbine Development
No activity during this reporting period.
During testing, a problem area in the DF
fuel nozzle design was noted. Due to the
higher thermal environment, nozzle plugging
was encountered. To overcome this problem,
"
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Cycle Lean Blow Out Versus Percent of Load.
a water-cooled fuel nozzle was designed and
fabricated (Figure 46.) However, as received,
this nozzle leaked from the fuel to the coolant
side, resulting in fuel being dumped overboard,
and thus was unusable.
In another technique of nozzle cooling, air
assist was also used as a nozzle coolant.
'resting assessed the effect of increased air
assist pressure on combustion performance to
established the maximum level of air assist
pressure that could be tolerated before signifi-
cant degradation of combustion performance
occurred. Figure 47 presents the results of
these tests.
For an air assist pressure of 30 psid, the
combustor temperature rise at blowout is
120F. This is substantia!ly lower than the
combustion temperature experienced in the
engine thermal ramp schedule (Section 3.2),
which varies between 20OF at start and 88OF
at stabilized idle. An air assist pressure of 30
psid was therefore selected as a satisfactory
pressure level that does not compromise com-
bustion.
During cleaning of several plugged nozzles,
the fact that fuel metering was accomplished
internal to the nozzle, was noted, which might
be contributing to the plugging problem. The
internal orifice was enlarged from 0.016 to
0.050 inch and an external metering orifice
was installed.
Figure 46. DF Combustor, Water/Air
Cooled Nozzle.
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Figure 47. AGT10i (2100F) Effect of Air
Assisted Pressure on Fuel Air Ratio-Lean
Blow Out at Idle Nonregenerated Condition
(T3 . 5 = 200F).
A rig evaluation was rnade to verify that
the ignition, lean blowout, and air assist per-
formance data obtained for the DF combustor
would satisfy the combustor operating condi-
tions when thermally ramped according to the
schedule determined for engine S/N 002 (Fig-
ure 21).
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Figure 48 shows the engine thermal ramp
superimposed on the test rig simulation re-
sults. This rig simulation was representative
of t'lat scheduled for the engine, and during
this simulation no combustion instabilities
were detected and no fuel nozzle plugging
occurred. The combustor and nozzle were
considered satisfactory for operation in engine
S/N 002.
4.3.2 Fuel Nozzle Development
Rig testing of the Simplex fuel nozzle was
restarted following facility modifications and
repair (Reference 8). Three nozzle configura-
tions were made ready for testing and two
versions were evaluated. Figures 49 through
51 depict the nozzle geometries.
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Figure 49. Simplex Hod U Fuel Nozzle.
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Figure 48. Combustor Test Rig Simulation of Engine Start Ramp.
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Figure 51. SIMCAB Fuel Nozzle.
r!!,1 owes V.
The Simplex Mod 11 and Simplex Mod I-FC
nozzles differ only in the cooling flow geom-
etry internal to the nozzle, the discharge
J111. .e{	 location of the cooling flow, and the thermal
barrier coating (TBC) along the flowpath.
10^X
The Simplex Cone Air Blast (S ► MCAB) ruel
nozzle is an alternative fuel injection configu-
ration in which fuel is injected into the com-
bustion zone from a central location. This
fuel nozzle fits inside the Simplex Mod 11 fuel
nozzle envelope, which will preserve similar
Figure 50. Simplex Mod I - FC Fuel Nozzle. 	 aerodynamic features. The cooling technique
is a closed circuit arrangement in which the
cou!ant is fed into the nozzle and returned.
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The cooling air flow rate was varied be-
tween 0.055 and 0.01', lb/min, and the air
assist flow rate was varied between 0.015 and
0.025 lb/min. Fuel flow was maintained be-
tween 1.4 and 1.6 lb/hr, below the idle value
of 1.8 !b/hr. No nozzle plugging was observed.
Rig tests were conducted at simulated en-
gine conditions to verify nozzle integrity at
inlet conditions of 1500F.
FUEL INJECTION ORIFICES
Emission levels of the Simplex Mod I-FC
fuel nozzle were obtained in rig tests at
simulated conditions of maximum power, flat
rated power (88,000 rpm), cruise (60,000 rpm),
and idle.
At each of these simulated operating con-
ditions a matrix of data points was run in
which air cooling pressure and air assist pres-
sure were varied to establish whether these
parameters could be adjusted to affect fuel
penetration and, ultimately, emission profiles.
Figure 52 shows the variation of carbon
monoxide emissions relative to NO x
 emissions
for each engine condition. Carbon monoxide
levels for maximum power, flat rated power,
cruise, and idle are well within the 38-g/kg
fuel target levels. NOx emissions at maximum
32
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power and flat rated power are within the
target values. However, for the cruise and
idle conditions, the target level is exceeded.
The radial profiles of NOx emission species
for the maximu-,. power, cruise, and idle con-
ditions are shown in Figure 53, as well as the
corresponding carbon monoxide species pro-
files for test conditions are shown in Figure
54. The concentration of these componen's
for the flat rated power condition are gener-
ally similar to those of the maximum power
condition and have been omitted for the pur-
poses of clarity-
	
Phese curves indicate that
within the range of engine pressures tested,
neither the cooling air or air assist played a
significant role in overall emission concentra-
tions. Unburned hydrocarbon emissions were
measured and were beljw target levels for all
power conditions.
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Figure 53. Combustor Radial Concentration
of NOx Emission Species.
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4.3.3 Torch Ignitor
The design of the lean burn combustion
system introduces all the airflow to the com-
bustor in close proximity to the fuel injection
location. Ignition initiation and the establish-
ment of stable combustion is possible with this
arrangement at the high combustor inlet air
temperatures available during steady state
operating conditions. However, "cold" light
off is not feasible with an ignitor alone, so an
extra source of heat addition is required to
initiate combustion. 7ais requirement is satis-
fied by a torch ignition system, where the
torch is located at the combustor head.
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Preliminary combustion tests with a to-e.h
ignitor (Figure 55), eonducted earl; in the
program, demonstrated light off capability on
natural gas. This deign was upgraded to
operate on liquid fuels ranging fron, gas-Rine
to DF-2 by increasing the size of the torch
combustor (Figure 56). For this purpose, two
diameters were sele.2ted, 2.15 and 1.475
inches. Exploratory tests on these torches
were conducted with JP-4 (Figure 57). The
minimuri measured fuel flow at which com-
bastion initiated was 0.5 Ib/h-, which coinci-
dantaily is the minimum capability measurable
by the flow meter. Lower ignition fuel flows
than this are possible.
Figure 55. Torch Ignitor.
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Figure 56. Multi-Fuel Torch Ignitor.
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With the particular geometry tested, t1re
upper limit to igniti.on for the 1.375-inch
diameter torch combustor was found to be of
the order of 3.0 lb/hr because of ignitor fuel
saturation. This problem probably can be cor-
rected by relocating the ignitor to a nositinr,
in the done, ad;acent to the fuel nozzle. This
location also would enhance the torch geo-
metr i cal arrangement with respect to the
combustor -,ap.
The effect of lengtr on torci, light-off and
steady state combustion was explored by ►nov-
ing a blocking p19te with a central orifice
along the torch Axis. The maximum distance
obtainable was as far as the ignitor, and at
this location no decreasE in light-off perfor-
mance occurred.
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4.4 Regenerator
4.4.1 Ford Regenera;rr Development
To accommodate the higher operating tem-
peratures associated with the AGf101 (2500F)
engine, the regenerator inboard (hot) seal
crossarm requires diaphragm c.^oling. The
design objective is to keep the middle (sup-
port) diaphragmi (Figure 58) below 1600F,
which should provi,le adequate strength using
P..ene 41 or Waopalloy materials for the ex-
pected diaphragm stress levels.
A new finite element model (Figure 59),
utilizing solid instead of shell elements, was
incorporated into a three-dimensioral heat
oansfer analysis program. The model consists
of 281 nodes and 99 elements, and will be used
as a design tool to support the prototype seal
configurations being fabricated for evaluation
in the hot structures rig at Garrett.
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Figure 59. Diaphragm Finite Element Model-
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Fig?ure 56. Regenerat or Diaph4 agm System.
The in;tial conf i guration evaluated :n the
h.ot structures rig (Section 4.5) !ontained ther-
mocouples attached to both i:alves of the
crossarm shoe and middle diaphragm. The
results indicated ex^.eEent cooling at the
crossarm ou+Pr extremities, but inadequate
-ooling at the center hole region. To establish
a haseline for design iterations, a parametr;c
study was conducted in an attempt to cor-
relate with the test temperatures. The
amount of cooling air t:ow is dependent or, the
pressn-e differential that exists in the chan-
nel. For discharge holes in the middle dia-
phragm at the center of the periphery, the
36
pressure differential (less than U.25 psi) estab-
lishes the minimum rate of cooling air flow.
For maxin_um cooling; 'toles in the retainer
(Nigure 58) allow the air to discharge into the
center hole cavity, which is vented to the
exhaust duct.
Convection coefficients were estimated
based on cooling air flow and cross-sectional
aria of the channel. In addition, convecti•)n
coefficients for ieakage between the upper
diaphragm and flow separator rousing also
were estimated.
Temperature distribution of the _riddle
(support) diaphragm for minimum and maxi-
mum coAing flow are illustrated on Figures 60
and 61, respectively. The results indicate
that, for these operating conditions, minimum
cooling flow is sufficient for the enclosed
portion of the middle diaph-ragm. The trailing
edge portion of the middle diaphragmn is not
affected by eiVier cooling ai r flow rate. The
predicted temperatures in this region corre-
late w'.th the thermocouple locations on the
instrumented seal. In effect, this portion of
the middle diaphragm represents a direct con-
duvtion path between the flow separator hous-
ing and the rubbing seal shoe.
.o reduce temperatures in this region, a
barrier coating must t , e applied to the back of
the coated shoe. This effect was simulated by
hicorporsting a 0.030-inch thick coating cf
zirconium oxide to th.- model. Minimurn (Fig-
ure 60) and maximum (Figure 31) cooling con-
d;ti-)ns were -epeated. The results indieve
t hat, for the^e operating conditions, maximum
r:ooling flow combined with barrier costing
(F gure 61) wil-- satiofy the diaphragm temper-
ature requirement. AGT101 (2500F) operating
conditions will be evaluated next to optimize
tho cooling air flow rate and barrier coating
thickness.
The initiai set of Phase V reels was evalu-
ated ir. the hot regenerator rig. This design
features an integrated crossarm and in:,er
peripheral diaphragm, which eliminates sec-
ondary diaphragms in the inside corners.
These seals exhibited the lowest leakage level
(Figure 62) of any seal design tested at hot
operating conditions, and correlates with the
st,:'.ic seal leakage data. In addition, drive
torque characteristics were signif?cantly re-
duced at high seal AP compared to Phase IV
seals (Figure 63).
The initial Phase V seals contained dia-
phragms that were fabricated by hand and
heat treated in an oxidizing atmosphere.
Based on tests conducted in the static seal
leakage rig, additional improvements are ex-
pected after receiving new d i aphragm dies,
which have be gin ordered. In addition, heat
treatment in an inert atmosphere will improve
the assembly procedure.
Based on visual observations of hot flow-
path components tested in ;;ie hot structures
rig and ceramic engine at 2000 to 2100F TIT,
the I-85 costing for the hot seal outer peri-
phery shoes may be marginal. To raise the
u pper temperature limit, a replacement coat-
ing (I-151) wili be evaluated. Based on wear
rig tes : s at Ford, the I-151 (zinc-oxide base)
t as a temperature capability 200F higher than
thht of I-85 (copper base). Additionally, zinc
has less tendency to form oxide deposits than
copper. Tl:e initial set of seals coated with
I-la? material was delivered to Garrett for
evaluation near the end of the period covered
in this, report.
Wall porosity leakage of the new NGK core
raatrix (CO.9) with rectengular cell geometry
(1100 cells/in 2 ) was evaluated in the static
seal rig. This core contained GE-Cordierite
coating on the inner and outer surfaces in
sddition to matrix-wal! impregnation to com-
pensate for the high (35 percent) wall porosity
of the parent material. At 100-percent gas
generator speed, the corrected thru-wall poro-
sity leakage is 0.80 percent, whicu is approxi-
mately 0.5 percent higher than the thick-wall
iso3celes triangular matrix ( C-0.3). Tire cores
fabricated with either matrix geometry offer
acceptable performance levels on an interim
h.gsis until NGK can develop a denser material
that is more suitable for the regenerator ap-
plication.
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Figure 60. Middle (Support) Diaphragm Temperature
Distribution for Minimum Cooling Flow.
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Figure 63. AGT101 Regenerator
Core Torque.
High torque ievels, generated by Phase 1V
seals running at tight clearances, cause ring
gear separation from two NGK cores by shear-
	
ing the elastomer.	 To improve elastomer
shear strength the diagonal bond configuration
cross section has been modified (Figure 64).
Application of the GE-Cordierite coating to
the outer peripheral core surface creates a
very hard layer, that should withstand the
additional radial force associated with the
modified design. Two cores were bonded with
this configuration near the end of this report-
ing period for evaluation at Garrett.
The Ford ceramic structures rig (Figure 65)
was assembled during this reporting period. A
series of check-out runs was completed. A
system for injecting Fuller's earth into the rig
prior to shutdown for evaluating seal leakage
was adapted. To simulate the pressure drop of
a rotating rotor at different operating condi-
tions, a tapered disc was designed to replace
the stationary rotor. A system for adjusting
the disc axial location is being designed.
To measure seal system leakage, a design
modification for the rig has been completed as
illustrated in Figure 65. The modified rig will
incorporate an exit orifice with the existing
inlet orifice.
Figure 64. Diagonal Bond Configuration.
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Figure 65. Ford Ceramic Structures Rig.
4.4.2 Garrett Regenerator Development
4.4.2.1 Regenerator Rig Testing
The hot regenerator rig was assembled and
tested with the following objectives:
o Measure regenerator syste-n leakage (core
porosity, seals, carryover, and cooling, and
drive torque with Phase V seals under
(AGT101, 1600F) nominal conditions
o Gather additional data on the variations in
regenerator inner peripheral seal clearance
Several tests were run and the cold build
sea] clearance was vE,ried to determine opti-
mum clearance with respect to seal leakage
and drive torque. Figures 66 and 67 show seal
ieakage and regenerator drive torqu: plotted
versus rig pressure for 0.053 inch seal clear-
ance (optimum) and also for a 0.061 inch seal
clearance. Leakage at low pressures proved
insensit;ve to seal clearance while, at high
pressures, sensitivity to leakage increased
dramatically. Sea'_ clearances smaller than
0.053 inch were tested, but excessive drive
torques precluded gathering data at the nigner
pressures and the dats that was obtained
showed no improvement over the leakage with
0.053 inch seal clearance.
Unlike earlier generation seals, the drive
torque at the optimum seal clearance is al-
most constant with respect to rig pressure.
Relative to the best of the earlier genera-
tion seals, the Phase V seals represent an
improvement in leakage. A comparison is
shown with Phase III leakage curves in Figure
68 (Reference 7). The seal leakage, measured
at two values for total seal clearance, is
shown plotted versus rig pressure. Anaiysis
and reduction of the clearance probe data tnat
was used to determine the inner peripheral
seal clearance variations is in process and will
be reported at a later date.
4.5 Ceramics
4.5.1 Materials and Component Development
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4.5.1.1 Ceramic Material Testing Summary
A summary of the material property re-
sults is presented i n Table 6. Additionally, a
material characterization reference chart is
shown in Table 7.
4.5.1.2 Kyocera SC201 Silicon Carbide
Testing	 —
Twenty test bars of SC201 silicon carbide
were received from Kyocera as certification
specimens for turbine shrouds that alsc were
received. A ll -est bars were 0.250 x 0.125
inch in cross section and were received in the
as-machined condition. Five test bars were
flexure tested in the as-received condition and
five were tested after receiving a 2200F/2-
hour oxidizing heat treatment. This treatment
currently is utilized for Carborundum SASC
components. Results of this testing are sum-
marized in Table 8.
Figure 67. Phase V Regenerator Seals
Hot Sea] Leakage Test.
These results show that S%'-?O1 responds
significantly to thermal treatment and that
the heat-treated SC201 test bars shown in
Figure 69 has good material strength.
Analyses of both fracture surfaces and
polished sections of the SC201 indicate a uni-
form fine grain size with almost no - .rosity.
4.5.1.3 R13SN Turbine Shroud Cut-Up
Properties
RBSN (ACC RBN104) turbine shroud S/N
377 that was fractured in a 210OF thermal
screening test, was cut up to provide test bars
for flexural evaluation. Test bars were ma-
chined from the area indicated in Figure 70
heat treated at 220OF for 2 hours, and flexure
tested at room temperature. Results are
summarized in Table 9 and are compared to
the flexure strength results for certification
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test bars processed in parailel wiiiE the tufbirEe
shroud. Although the quantity of bars tested
was insufficient to obtain an accurate indica-
tion of material strength and scatter, the
results do indicate that cec :fication and com-
ponent strengths match or exceed baseline
strength properties for RBN104.
4.5.1.4 Alumina - LAS Sticking Study
Alumina thermocouple spacers and seals
have been fabricated for use on the 'f4 ther-
mocouple. These spacers and seals seat
against the LAS flow separator housing and
the SASC transition duct and are exposed to a
peak temperature of approximately 2000F. To
evaluate the potential of sticking at these
interfaces, a stack of LAS, Al203, and SASC
materials was exposed to 2000F for approxi-
mately 20 hours with a compressive 15-pound
load simulating engine assembly. After com-
pletion of exposure and cool down, no sticking
between the LAS and alumina or between the
SASC and alumina was observed.
4.5.1.5 Carborundum SASC and Kyocera
SC201 Sticking
Test bars of Carborundum SASC and
Kyocera SC201 sintered SiC were stacked,
loaded, and thermally soaked for 20 hours
using methods similar to those described in
Reference 5. The stack was assembled and
arranged so that SASC to SASC, SASC to
SC201, and SC201 to SC201 interface combi-
nations could be evaluated. The material
stack was loaded to 0.2 ksi and heated to
1970F. The load was held constant at 0.2 ksi
during the 20-hour soak; furnace cooling was
then performed under continued loading. This
test condition was selected because sticking at
SASC-to-SASC interfaces had occurred in pre-
vious evaluations. 	 Under this repeat test,
light sticking was observed at all interface
combinations.	 Testing and evaluation will
continue.
4.5.1.6 Insulation System
Insulation test results reported in Refer-
I 	 +•T^ ^.^^`.a th e . j ^Irohillt y of thecit%c v ua mnonst	 durabilit
Lockheed HTP insulation under short-term ex-
posure to 75 ft/sec gas velocities at 2100F.
Additional testing was directed toward evalu-
ating insulation capabilities under representa-
tive turbine rotor discharge conditions, simu-
lating gas velocities and temperatures rather
thar at the turbine diffuser dump location.
Two test conditions were selected representa-
tive of engine maximum power (1770F, 1000
ft/sec) and idle (2000F, 350 ft/sec) flow condi-
tions. To perform these tests, additional
RCG-coated and ui,coated test cylinders were
obtained from Lockheed. The cylinders were
3-inches long with a 2.75-inch inner diameter
(needed to attain the higher gas velocity con-
ditions). The new cylinders were a higher
density HTP-16 (16 lb/ft 3 ) than the previously
HTP-12 material previously tested. The cylin-
ders were tested in the test rig illustrated in
Figure 71.
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Table 6. AGT101 Component and Material Summary
Vuahfteataon Has c:er.mlc (:omponent
Room Temperature Elevated Temaperalure Room Temperature Blevsted Temperature
„ (6) M Pupul 1. •r ra (6) M Y Population (Qr M Population , I (6) M P pop+lationSupplier Malrnal Protean Condition
Inner Diffuser	 KRSN Slap As Pared 69.7 1.5 30 52.1 10.1 2200 10 66.3(6) 6 21
Outer Darruser(R1114104) (';sl Lorgttulanally 51.2 5.5 10 66.3 5.7 27
Turbine Shrtwd Ground
Neat 'healed 51.6 6.5 29 55.317) 7.6(7 ) 7
ACC
Stator	 NIISN Injection Ain-Fired(1) 10.1 1.6 19 66.5 6.6 2200 32
KIIN 126) Molded
ACC
Rotor	 Santcred Ford L"WitudmaNyl1) 110(3) 11 30 $I 102200 l0
Sr 3 N 6 Sutter Grournl
SPIN 502) ASIA ' 05(3) 19 19 60 I6 2200 21
111 P ped
Sintered Injection As-Peed 69.2 8.9 30 60.9 7.6 1660 9
SI301 6 Molded 66.1 11.1 2000 30
67.5 10.6 2200 10
iPIN 521) 25.6 13.6 2500 12
CarborunJ'rm
Turbine Shroud$anlered Injection Ain-Pared 48.6 9.5 30 65.0 5.0 2500 10 55.4(5) 7.1 9
Slator	 I	 -Sac taut Ground
Trawition	 Bantered Wopressed Longitudinally S7.7 7.7 30 56.2 11.9 2500 10
Duct, Regt,n	 -Sal: Ground
Shield, Back
shroud
Yom
Rotor	 SKHSN Slip tongatudutally 109.3 19.0 6 73.1 16.6 2200 6
(RM -2) (:tat Ground I
Stator	 RIM Injection Ain-Fared 63.1 9.2 39 65.9 I	 7.7 22UU 10
NGK
f"Nekahroud	 Sintered v)lreaned LongatudtnrDy 67.6 10.5 10 17.1 13.612000 7
Transition	 343N6 Ground
Iluct	 (SH-50)
:orn i ryj
Floe	 LAS SUP longitudinally 11.0 13.3 11 13.5 9.7 2000 12
Separaluf (aft Gruwid
ILousox
Kyocera
7Lrbanr Shard SC201 eancrt U trtwLrually 60.4(7) 11.1 (7) 5
Ground
Ibr. tailed toAll test bars 0.250 a 0.125-inch cross Seetwn unl^tia notrd. 6yuant nraurr, 1.50-inch outer +pan, and 6.75 inch Inner yawn. Cron herd vp-1. 0.02 inch /minute
(1)	 Test ter croa. uctton 0.31 a 0.1S inch (6) (heractrrutac strength, ko (g)	 Test bar crr vet Don 0.236 a 0.1 inch
(2)	 Tasl ter crova w•etaun 0.7 a 0.1 inch (5) As machined, "Itudinally ground (7)	 Average clreagth and idsmlard devas Dan
( 3)	 95 percent derue
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Table 7. AGT101 Ceramic Material Characterization at Garrett
AfR—re%Cat 1K f'p, (1/tgrlMVlute C.. 't..". 
Alnlmd
RoWt--Hmtded E3H4 Entered E3N4 31nt•red E/' %'r
347 IM 31' IM 31' IM IP .'P C14 IV Not
Pt—d
RRN104 RHN124 RIIM129 SSM507 S14N524 KX 01 N%-02 Ef'
cum Stmll(tn
Raam Temp—t 31-265 91-251 31-249 33 46 31-25A 32 . 61 SI	 266 31 265 41-264
V f1 36-19 37.59
F3e11AW
T—F—turr
T I f 1600 2000F) 31451 S1 256 31-264 l u-S: f4 75
T212200F) 31-245 SI 249 31-251 SJS-sSI 264
T3 (250F) 31-245 S1 251 51-249 31-250 37-91 31 2A6 31-265 S7 5931 264
Tr.-- SI	 740 31-255 82 59
M-h-1 111-272
IaWttu,!Lnal 81-748 51 255 51	 266 31-277 53-51 W-25
M—hw-1
Cu r—	 SA	 S-f	 52-87	 13-491 310
1'ompmmis r-('1461 33-46
34-
P-t M—M.Ot 311-24111 33-91 S359 S4 25(lRlhtlon 47 31-377
Ae1Mn
(;ndlenl F--- 34 30
;
1)yn•mlc)—biltty R11
— Raptor+
Stater, Alf 54-21
SI-767
M-93
IlynAmu • , 52-45 1245
pr P-1
rrfece
-^^
....
	 few.
I:olnpA t RNMt7 3533 35-39 53-38 SS-38 SS 38
Tsl CC1412 :7CM11 vrNe2 "CUR? t'CMR7
Sltdlrt T-t. 37-74 41 75
31-211
(utlrR 52.78 R2 78
llevelap. SI 190 1115-13
Shrink Fili 39-52
Retcnel T-t.
rrm•I 7mc1 w-35 34-35
1 Satan)
n T-1 (Rotor)
IIIAdc1— Ro11x	 U-46 I	 I	 M 15	 52.85
H1a1.r1 Rntnr
9• ^
34-28 37i
32-9
>K-!1
53-15
S3-415
	 33-48
	
33-38	 1♦
93-41
II S5 - 211 I
•Terlcd aMrr NASA 3500 flour IAtr•nd.ty Prgrem, 1'.anlr•rt IIFN3-27
St'	 Elp C—I
IM	 k11e,t— MolAnt
Cr	 • C.Ml P,.-.d (11n16A141)
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Table 8. SC201 Flexure Strengths •
Heat -Treated As- Received
ksi ksi
70.8 51.3
66.0 52.1
79.2 67.1
85.2 54.7
74.9 76.6
Average: 75.2 60.4
Standard
Deviation: 7.4 11.1
'Test bars tested in four-point flexure with a
1.5-inch outer and 0.75-inch inner span. A
cross-head speed of 0.02-inch per minute was
used.
f I Is=
A
Testing was performed for 7 cycles pro-
filed in Figure 72. The test rig was disas-
sembled for inspection after completion of
Cycles 1, 3, and 7. At completion of Cycles 1
and 3, no material distress wes observed.
Following Cycle 7, however, disassembly re-
vealed coated sample shrinkage, uncoated
sample shrinkage, and melting (illustrated in
Figure 73). Based on previous testing at both
Garrett and Lockheed, these results did not
correlate with 2000F exposures. Thus, the two
samples were retu7ned to Lockheed for post-
test analysis. Meanwhile, the test conditions
were reviewed at Garrett, including recalibra-
tion of the three control thermocouples
located downstream of the test cylinder dis-
charge. Three conditions were identified that
may have contributed to the atypical results.
These included the use of a gas discharge
water quench downstream of the test cylir,ders
for rig ducting protection. This discharge may
have provided recirculated contami:iation or
0	 41
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Wo	
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'
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Figure 69. Kyocera SC201 Fracture Surface (A) and Polished Section (B).
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Figure 70. Turbine Shroud Test Bar Area_
Table 9. Cut-Up and Certification
Test Bar Strength for ACC RBN 104
Turbine Shroud S/N 377•
Certiflcation Cut-Up Bars,
Bars, Icsi	 ksl
	
44.6
	
54.1
	
41.2	 51.8
	
51.8	 52.7
	
51.6	 48.1
	
51.8	 60.5
64.8
55.3
Average:	 48.2	 55.3
Standard
Deviation:	 5.0	 7.4
'All test bars 0.250 x 0.125 inch cross section,
tested with 1.5-inch oV er span, 0.75-inch in-
ner span, using a cross-iopad speed of 0.02
inch/min. All bars heat treater' at 220OF for 2
hours.
TEST BAF
CUT FRO1
THIS ARC
OISCHARGE
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1
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Figure 71. ACT101 Insulation Test Rig.
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Figure 72. Maximum Power and idle Condition
of Lockheed HTP-16 insulation.
Another possible contributor was tht,
 oc-
currence of wet starts in which unburned fuel
may have been sprayed onto, and by, the
insulators. Subsequent operation would have
produced local burning and hot spots, which
would have contributed to insulation melting.
Figure 73. Lockheed HTP-16 Cylinders
After Cyclical Flow Testing.
vapor that could conceivably have reached the
test articles. Contaminants may have con-
tributed to a reduction in the mehing tem-
perature of the insulation materials. Water
quenching was used ori!y :n test cycles subse-
quent to Cycle 3.
The most likely contribution to insulation
damage probably occurred at overtemperature
test conditio ns. Post-test calibration of the
three Type S thermocouples indicated that one
thermocouple was reading substantially lower
microvolt output than the others. Due to the
averaging of the output of .hese thermo-
couples by the control and recording systems,
there is a strong possibility that temperatures
900F over the 2000F desired test condition
cccurred in the cycles subsequent to Cycle 3.
Thermocouple deterioration is believed to
have occurred during the final phases of test-
ing (Cycles 6 and 7).
Continuing discussions with Lockheed re-
garding these results confirmed the typical
occurrence of HTP material shril,kage at
2900F, su p—rting the indications of an ov2r-
teinper..-urt condit:on. Thus, a retest under
maximum power and idle conditions will be
performed. Nonetheless, enecurag-ment is
gained in that the test samples demonstrated
short-term durability during the first 3 cycles,
and that even under 'he excessive conditions
of Cycles ti through 7, only limited deteriora-
tion occ,irred.
4.5.1.7 Slip Casting Rheology Studi es
Two subcontracts were initiated during the
summer •,f 1983 to stucly the rheology of Si
and Si3 ^-T t -Y 2 03 -AI 2 03 particulate dispersions
in water. The —ogram objectives are briefly
discussed in subsequent paragraphs and the
resul ts are presented in detail in Appendie ps 1)
and E.
The Si slip program was subcontracted to
Dr. M.D. Sacks of the Univ-2rsit^, of Florida to
support reaction-bonded Si3N4 processing at
ACC.
Ohjectivesitasks included:
n Baseline characterization of ACC-supplied
Si powder
- Particle size distribution
- Powder surface area -neasu.ement
u Zlectrophonetic mo0ity versus F!d
o Zeta potential ve rsus pH
c Shear stress versu p shear rate as a fur.ction
of solids content, pH, and ultrasonic Hgila-
ticn
o Viscozity versus shear rate as a function of
solids contear, pH, and ultrasonic agitation
o Total porosity and median pure radies of
cast samples as a function f slip solids
content, pN, and ultras:mi, agitation
a 5^.reening study of potential dispersants
The study report, "Dispersio ► i of Silicon
Powder", _overing June through September,
1983, is included as Ap pendix D. A technical
paper was subsequently prepared by Dr. Sa?ks
an:] subr..:tted (afrer NASA approval) to the
American Ceramic Society for publication.
The ST44-Y 2 03 -Al 2 03 slip program was
subcontracted to Dr. I.A. Aksay of 1:1CLA and
subsequently of the University of Washington
to support sintered S: 3 14 4 rotor processing
technology.
Objectives/tRsks included:
o Baseline characterization of commercial
Si 3 N 4 , Al 2 0 3 powders
- Agglomerate content anal structure
-	 Particle sire distribution
-	 Particle size control by ellutriatiorn
o Electrophonetic mobility for each powder
in aqueous suspension
o Zeta potential versus pH
o Preparation of cast specimens for sintering
and evaluation at Garrett
The study repe^t, "Develop ment of Homo-
geneity in Si3N4 Ceramics by Colloidal Filtra-
tion". was co-authored by I.A. Aksay and C.A.
Amhariep. of UCLA and covers June through
September, 1983. The report ?s included as
Appendix E.
Substantial progress was achieved in the
two university subcontracts. 9oth contracts
were extended through May 1984.
t.5.2 Soreenirg Rigs
4.5.2.1 CeramicComponent Thermal Screen
Tests
4.5.2.1 . 1 Turbine Shroud Screening Ri
In January 1984, the AUT101 turbine
shroud screening .• ig was tested to determine
the effect of va-Ious rig insulation eonfigs-
rations on the heat transfer rate into the
turbine shroud.	 A metal turbine shroud,
instrumented with thermocouples, was used to
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Figure 75. Turbine Shroud Screening Rig
With "Old" Insula t ion Configuration
(Fiberglass "wet blanket'.
C
I	 r	 -
Figure 74. Turbine Shroud Screening Rig
With New insulation Configurstion
(Babcock do Wilcox "Kaowooll).
^.	 I
model the heat transfer coefficierts. The
purposes of the test series were to evaluate
the effect of the new i sulation con.'igur-itien
that was in use when two _hreuds fractured
during screening, and to determine a suitable
r?g insulation configuration (and thermRI tran-
sient cycle) for future ceramic shroud screen-
ing.
Tests were run using improved insulation
both with and without stators. The rig then
was reconfigured to the previous insulation
arrangement. Again, tests we?e run with and
without stators. Finally, the new insulation
piecrz, which nests behird the turbine shroud,
was installed with the rc mainder of the rig
employing the former 'nsulation. This con-
figuration was run to provide data on any
effects that this single change may gave. The
three different insulation configuration.- are
illustrated in Figures 74, 7-1 , and 76.
In February 1984, RBSN turbine shroud S/N
432 was thermal-screen tested to 2100F with a
Ford (one-piece) RBSN stator S/N 206 and
SASC backshroud S/N 104A. The thermal
transient cycle used is shown in Figure 77.
The rig insulation configuration and thermal
cycle conform with those previously used with
success in this rig. (Analysis of data regarding
insulation effects was not available at this
reporting period.)
Figure 76. Turbine Shroud Screening Rig
With "Donut" Added to Former Insulation
Configuration.
While some acoustic events of high dB
outpi,t wee a noted during the cycle, ringdown
counts associated with these events were low,
giving reason to believe that no ceramic frac-
ture had occurred. However, disassembly at
the finish of the test series revealed that the
turbine shroud had suffered multiple fractures
and that the stator was chipped at one corner.
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Figure 77. Shroud Thermal Screen Cy_-le.
The prii-nary cause of fracture is thought to
be excessive thermally induced stress at the
fill et of a second seal land (Figure 78) that
was introduced to accommodate a possible
alternative seal design. This turbine shroud
was the only one screened that incorporated
this additional land. Calculations show the
fillet of the second seal land to be ever more
highly stressed than the first seal iand fillet,
thus making it the are p of highest stress In the
part.
In spite of the conclusions regarding ther-
mal stress as the cause of initiai fracture,
concern remains over the possibili t y of me-
chanical interference that may 'nduce ex-
cessive mechanical stress in the ..erarnic
parts. Specifically, the all-thread rods uses: to
transmit a spring ioad to the ceramic parts are
known to relax and bend at test temperatures,
allowing a mechanical bind to develop where
the rods pass through the r:g inlet housing.
Ceramic :racture could result. To preclude
this possibility, the rig was modified so that
the ceramic test Farts are loaded from the
turbine shroud side rather than from the tur-
bine backshroud side.
This redesign and fabrication activity was
carried out during late February and early
March 1984. Figure 79 shows the baseline rig
LAkO
Figure 78. Turbine Shroud Second Seal
Land Area.
configuration (as used for Turbine Shroud S/N
432). Figure 80 depicts the same rig after the
modifications. Advantages of the modifica-
tions are a:^ follows:
Removal of spring loading mechanism to a
lower ttn;perature area
o Inclusion of a transition duct (as dedicated
rig hardware) to better duplicate engine
flowpath geometry
The revised rig was first u3ed with turbine
shroud S/N 379 in March 1984. Transition duct
S;N 110 was incorporated in this rig to better
simulate engine flowpa t h conditions (no other
major ceramic components were employed).
A mechanical interference, due to inade-
quate allowance for thermal growth of the
turbine shroud backing plate (a new part for
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this rig, Figure 80), resulted in fracture of the
turbine shroud during this test. The transition
duct was not damaged. Further rework of the
rig was initiated following the test. Modifica-
tions included slotting the backplate and open-
ing clearances at the plungers. In addition,
the combustor baffle, turbine backshroud, and
seal rings were added to better simulate the
flow path. The next test was performed in
early April 1984 and included the ceramic
parts listed in Table 10:
The assembly was subjected to the thermal
cycles described in Table 11. The test re-
sulted in a mechanically induced fracture of
the turbine shrc-id, initiating a`, the turbine
shroud discharge section inner diameter. In-
terference, as shown in Figure 81, was the
mcst likely cause of fracture; there wes evi-
dence of possible interference between plung-
ers and shroud holes as well. Following this
test, the rig was again reconfigured (Figure
82).
Figure 79.	 Baseline Turbine Shroud
Screening Rig.
1TNING IOKC n f CNUiSIN
NOVIO TOHIRT ARIA
/
M
Tull"If ill000 SACKING,
►IKTF MtVTN15 NOT All
CIRCULATION PHINO SHROUD
Figure 80.	 Modified Turbine Shroud
Screening Rig.
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In mid-April 1984, testing was resumed
with the ceramic parts listed in Table 12.
Following cycles to 210C F, similar to pre-
vious testing, the parts were observed with a
boroscope to verify that no fracture had oc-
curred. A decision then was made to attempt
a cycle to 230OF according to the schedule in
TabIP 13.
Lack of significant acoustic emissions was
taken as a positive sign that no fractures
occurred at the 230OF cycle. Again, a deci-
sion was made to increase the maximum tem-
perature, this time to 2500F, according to the
schedule in Table 14.
After 3.5 minutes at 2500F, a high dB
event was noted. This event coincided with a
minor adjustment to the discharge valve posi-
tion (to control rig pressure) and with an
approximate 50F drop in temperature. Also, a
series of high dB events occurred at 29 min-
utes after shutdown.
Disassembly revealed fractures to the tur-
bine shroud and the integral stator ring. The
stator failure was secondary to the turbine
Table 10. Turbine Shroud Rig Ceramic Parts
SIN Part Name Material Source
468 Turbine Shroud RBSN ACC
206A Turbine Stator RBSN Ford
105A Turbine Baekshroud SASC CBO
111 Combustor Baffle SASC CBO
115 Transition Duct SASC CBO
P/N
3609651 Seal Ring RBSN ACC
3609653 Wave Springs (2) RBSN ACC
Table 11. Turbine Shroud Thermal
Test Cycles s
Time,
min
Temperat,ire,
F
6 1200
4 1500
4 1800
4 2100
4 rampdown to	 1200
4 1200
Shutdown
'Light -off to 1200F in 15 seconds;
15 second ramps
shroud fracture. The most likely explanation
of the fracture is that the pressure difference
across the stators created a force sufficient to
counteract the spring load holding the ceramic
stock together. Thus, the assembly was sensi-
tive to any flue^uations in pressure. Initiation
of fracture was at the turbine shroud seal 1Rnd
outer diameter (OD) where contact was made
with the transition duct. Pieces of RBSN
(from the turbine shroud) were lodged in the
pilot diameter fillet of the transition duct,
indicating a contact problem in the area.
backshroud, combustor baffle, transition duct,
ceramic seal, and ceramic wave springs all
survived a thermal transient cycle to 2500F.
Thus, thermal screening of these parts to
2500F has been successfully initiated.
Prior to further testing, the turbine shroud
screening rig was modified as follows:
• The metal spring-loaded plungers were re-
placed with ceramic material (HPSN)
• The metal backing plate behind the turbine
shroud was replaced with a modified cera-
mic outer diffuser housing
• Ceramic fiber woven cloth was installed at
the interface of the turbine shroud and the
transition duct
o Displacement transducers were mounted at
the plungers to monitor spring height
changes due to rig thermal growth and any
sudden movement of the turbine shroud
The modifications are illustrated in Figure 83.
In mid-May 1984, the turbine shroud
screening rig was assembled to the new con-
figuration and tested to a maximum tempera-
ture of 2500F with the ceramic components
listed in Table 15.
	
A13o noteworthy is that, although a part of 	 A description of the thermal transient
	
an assembly did suffer fracture, the turbine	 cycles is given in Table 16. Rig inlet pressure
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SPRING LOAOED PLUNGERS
ENGAGE ONLY SLOTS
NOT HOLES, OF SHROUD
LOCKIII I0 INSULATION
RfR AM ?►RT O%
SHROUD NICKING RATE
SPRING LOADED PLUNGERS (S)
TURBINE SHROUD SACKING PLATE
• SLOTTED RADIALLY FOR STREU RELIEF
• SLOTTED FOR ADEQUATE PLUNGER CLEARANCE
Figure 81. Modified Turbine Shroud Screening Rig.
Figure 82. Reconfigured Turbine Shroud Screening Rig.
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Time,
min
Temperature,
F
6 1200
4 1500
4 1800
4 2100
10 2300
4 rampdown to	 1200
4 1200
Shutdown
*Light-oft to 120OF in 15 seconds;
15 second ramps
Time,
min
Temperature,
F
6 1200
4 1500
4 1800
4 2100
4 2300
4 2500
5 rampdown to
	 1200
4 1200
Shutdown
",ight-off to 1200F in 15 seconds;
15 second ramps
Table 12. Turbine Shroud Rig Ceramic Parts 	 A
S/N	 I	 Part Name	 I	 Material	 Source
468 Turbine Shroud RBSN ACC
206
I	
Turbine Stato ► RBSN
I
Ford
105A Turbine Backshroud SASC CBO
111 Combustor Baffle SASC CBO
115 Transition Duct SASC CBO
P/N
3609651 Seal Ring RBSN ACC
3609653 Wave Springs (2) RBSN !'.CC
I
Table 13. Turbine Shroud Thermal	 Table 14. Turbine Shroud Thermal
Test Cycles *
	
Test Cycles *
was held from 5 to 7 psig during testing (as
opposed to 10 psig) to limit rig differential
pressure to under 6 psid. The lower pressures
assure that the forces generated by the pres-
sure differential are not sufficient to offset
the spring forces that load the ceramic parts
in the rig.
Although acoustic emissions indicated a
high energy dissipation at 3 minutes after
shutdown (2500F maximum temperature), rig
teardown revealed all components intact, with
the exception of a spelled wave spring. This
discrepancy in acoustic indications could be
explained by the wave guide wiping across the
surface of the turbine shroud as the rig cooled.
Wave spring spalling has been traced to the
quality of the powder used in spring manu-
facture. This situation has since been recti-
fied.
Successful completion of this test marks a
significant milestone--survivability at 2500F
of a ceramic subassembly. The same set of
hardware will be used in the hot stator rig to
demonstrate survivability over an extended
period of time and under more severe thermal
transients.
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DISPLACFMENT TRANSDUCERS 131 ADDED
TO MONITOR SHROUD POSITION
METAL BACKING KATE REPLACED WITH
MODIFIED CERAMIC DIFFUSER HOUSING
Figure 83. Rig Configuration for First Successful 250OF Run.
Table 15. Turbine Shroud Rig Ceracr:a Parts
S/N Part Name Material Source
546 Turbine Shroud RBSN ACC
205 Stator RBSN Ford
122 Combustor Baffle SASC CBO
105A Turbine Backshroud SASC CBO
112 Transition Duct SASC CBO
-- Spacer LAS
P/N
2609653 Wave Spring RBSN ACC
3609651 Seal Ring R13SN ACC
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Table 16. Turbine Shroud Screening Test
Ramp, Temperature, Hold Time, Acoustic
sec F min Indications
Cycle 1 15 1200 6 No significant events
Prig - 7 psig 15 1500 4
15 1800 4
15 2100 4
240 1200 4
0 Shutdown Boroscope
Cycle 2 15 1200 6 No significant events
Prig - 7 prig 15 1500 4
15 1800 4
15 2100 4
15 2300 10
360 1200 6
0 Shutdown Boroscope
Cycle 3 15 1200 6
Prig = 5-7 prig 15 1500 4
15 1800 4
15 2100 4
15 2300 4
15 2500 5
+360 1200 6
0 Shutdown Disassemble Mary events 99+ dB at 3 minutes
after shutdown.	 No fracture.
A
Later in May 1984, the turbine shroud
screening rig was reassembled and tested with
the ceramic components listed in Table 17.
The test objective was to screen the tur-
bine shroud subassembly to a more severe
thermal start transient (Figure 84). The test
was conducted in a stepwise manner to the
desired transient. Transients to 1200, 1400,
1600, 1800, and i900F were successfully run
prior to the 2000F run.
Two ceramic waveguides were utilized in
this test; one in direct contact with the tur-
bine snroud mounting flange and the other in
contact with the transition duct. The new AE
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Table 17. Turbine Shroud Rig Ceremic Parts
S/N Part Name Material Source
545 Turbine Shroud RBSN ACC
Set 4 Turbine Stator Assembly SASC CBO
101A Turbine Backshroud SASC CBO
120 Combustor Baffle SASC CBO
110 Transition Duct SASC CBO
monitoring equipment was used in conjunction
with the waveguides, with data storage in real
time on floppy disk.
During the transient run to 2000F, both AE
probes registered a nigh dB event that was
coupled to within 20 psec. The energy de-
tected was approximately equal in magnitude
or, both waveguides, indicating a fracture had
occurred within the subassembly.
Disassembly/inspection revealed a frac-
tured turbine shroud and one chipped stator.
(The stator was hand finished and used in a
subsequent test).
Fractography revealed the fracture origin
in the stator platform OD region and propa-
gating into the seal land area.
Component stress analysis is in process to
define the stress field in the region of the
fracture origin. Prior to further turbine
shroud screening, modifications were made to
the rig tc provide a closer duplication of the
engine component loading configuration.
Figure 83 shows the turbine shroud spring
loaded through the stators, backshroud, and
baffle to the transition duct. The spring load
in this case was reacted against the rig hous-
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Figure 84. Turbine Shroud Thermal Screening Rig Rapid Transient Test.
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ing. The engine loading has the spring load on
the transition duct through the combustor
liner and the turbine shroud is fixed against
the rocker assembly. Since a que.-tion remains
as to whether the facture of turbine shroud
SIN 545 was mechanically or thermal.y in-
duced, rig reconfiguration to the engine load-
ing configuration eliminated the possibility of
excessive mechanical loading in future tests
(Figure 85).
E
Figure 85. Rig Configuration to the
Engine Loading Configuration.
A followup test was conducted in late May
1984, using the components listed in Table 18.
As in the previous screening test, acoustic
emissions were monitored in real time on two
waveguides, and rig inlet conditions at initial
lightoff were the same. A rig checkout run to
140OF was programmed into the electronic
control using Type "S" (Platinum-Platinum 10-
percent) thermocoupl-:s in the temperature
control loop.
As the test was initiated, a fluctuation in
T4.1 (turbine shroud subassembly inlet tem-
perature) was recorded on a strip chart with
an indicated reading of less than the desired
1400F set point. At this same time in the
test, a fuei flow in excess of that required to
achieve a 250OF rig inlet temperature was
recorded. The recorded parameters are shown
in Fig,.re 86 and indicate that at 45 seconds
into the test a high dB (coupled) acoustic
event occurred, followed by a drop in rig
differential pressure.
On disassembly and inspection, the turbine
shroud and turbine backshroud were found t,
be fractured, with several stators exhibiting
secondary damage. The rig showed evidence
of overtemperature during the test in excess
of 2500F, apparently ce , sed by a failed tem-
perature control loop thermocouple. Fractog-
raphy of components is in process.
Table 18. Tt►rbine Shroud Rig Ceramic Components
SIN Part Name Material Source
102 Turbine Shroud SASC Kyocera
110 Transition Duct SASC CBO
120 Combustor Baffle SASC CBO
101A Turbine Backshroud SASC CBO
Set 4 Turbine Stator RBSN ACC
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FIgv,re 86. Turbine Shroud Thermal Test Rig Charts.
Inner Diffuser Housing and Outer Diffuser
Housing Screening Rig
During late March 1984, three inner and
outer diffuser subassemhlies were successfully
thermal screened to 210OF in a start transient
of 15-seconds duration. Table 19 details the
test conditions and the hardware that was
screened.
In this series of tests, an off-the-shelf
ceramic ball (Ai 2 0 3 aluminum) was substi-
tuted for the ceramic (LAQ) load spacer. The
LAS load spacer had a tendency to beu=c
cocked and wedged in the guide sleeve. A
comparison of the two load spacer types is
shown in Figure 87.
Additionally, this series of tests incor-
porated the second-generation rocker/eceen-
tric design and a revised ceramic bolt design.
Figure 88 illustrates the difference in first-
and second-generation rocker/eccent,,ie de-
signs.
Transition Duct and Baffle Screening Rig
During early May 1984, four sets of cera-
mic transition ducts and combustor baffles
were screened to a maximum temperature of
2250F. Several lightoffs were trade to in-
creasingly higher temperatures, with the limit
being a ligh?off to 2250F in 15 seconds. The
specific pacts screened are listed in Table 20.
During testing, transition duct SIN 113
fractured when the automatic control system
malfunctioned because of a faulty adjustment.
The malfunction exposed the parts to temper-
ature excursions from well over 250OF to
under 150OF at several points in the testing.
Analysis indicated the fracture was due to
thermal stresses in a cool-down mode, con-
sistent with the excursions seen. During this
series AE went to 85 dB at almost 300 ring-
down counts.
All other pieces screened (including com-
bustor baffle SIN 123, tested with duct SIN
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Table 19. Inner and Outer Diffuser Housing Test Conditions and Hardware
M 
Test Conditions
U
A irflow	 10 lb/min
Preheat temperature	 150-200F
Maximum temperature	 2100F
Transient time to Tmax	 15 seconds
Time rut temperature	 5 minutes
Downshcnk transient	 30 seconds from 'i max to 1200F (Turin)
Hold time at i min	 4 minutes
Total cycles each set 	 5
Hardwares
S/N P/N Part Name Material Source
110-2 PA360963-8 inner Diffuser Housing SNN t+iGK
109-2 PA3609637 I	 Outer Diffuser Housing SNN NGK
108-6 PA3609639 I	 Spacer Ring SNN NGK
110-1 PA3609638 Inner Diffuser Housing SNN NGK
109-1 PA3609637 Outer Diffuser Housing SNN NGK
108-1 PA3609639 Spacer Ring SNN NGK
348 PA3609638 Inner Diffuser Ilousing RBSN ACC
339 PA3609675 Outer Diffuser housing RBSN ACC
•A 1  components were successfully screened through the five start transients.
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Figure 87. First- and Secord-Generation Load Spacers.
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Figure 88. First- and Second -C enerat ion Rocker/Eccentric Design Comparison_
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"able 20. Transition Diet and
Ihaffle Screening Components
Date
Baffle
S/N
Transition
Duct S/N
May 7, 1984 124 115
May 8, 1984 125 112
May 8, 1984 123 113
May 9, 1984 122 114
111) survived the screening without damage.
This testifies to the high level of confidence
that can `e placed in these parts in simulated
(or actual) engine lightoffs.
Hot Stator Rig
Building of the test rig was ini.iated fol-
lowing the s^:^cessful screening tests of RBSN
turbine shroud S/N 54b	 sssociated compo-
nents. The rig build will ineirporate the
com ponents used in the 250OF screening tests,
as well as a LAS !low separator housing and an
SASC regenerator shield. The pri ntary purpose
of the initial moderate temperature runs will
be to verify the rig setup and the identifica-
tion of potential problem areas.
Build activity for this period included: ce-
menting additional rig insulation into place,
fabrication of a spacer ring to center the flow
separator housing, modification to acoustic
waver,uide mounting iocations, installation of
the turbine shroud, bolts, alignment spacers
and related hardware; and fabrication of 1
ceramic seal spacer (to accommodate the
transition duct Yvith short pilot).
A lis, of the ceramic parts being built into
this rig is given in Table 21.
4.5.3 Ceramic Rotor Material Development
ACC con"lnues to fabricate rotors of 8-
percent Y203, 4-percent Al203 composition
designated Code 1. Efforts also continue to
develop a 5-percent Y203, 2-percent Al203
material (Code 2) and a sintered, reaction-
bonded Si3N 4 composition.
ASEA furnished Garrett with initial rotor
hot il-ostatic pressing (HIP) study results
(Table 22).
Rotor C/N 03093 was cut into test bars for
density and modulus of rupture (MOR) mea-
surements, microstructure, and X-ray evalua-
tion. The average density of 41 specimens was
99 percent theoretical between a range of 98
to 100 percent theoretical. The density varia-
tion was rendom throughout the rotor. The
room temperature flexure strength of 19 spec-
imens was 105 tll ksi and Lhe 220OF flexure
strength of 21 specimens was 60 f5 ksi. Table
23 summarizes flexure strength results and
corresponding fracture origins. There does not
appear to be a direct correlation between type
of fracture origins and the low or high
strength values.
A second rotor, slip cast by ACC (8-per-
cent Y203, 4-percent Al203) and sintered at
Ford, was cut into test bar specimens. Both
the Ford sintered and ASEA HIP rotors were
99 percent of theoretical density. The
strength o: the Ford sintered material was
measured at room temperature and 2200F.
Table 24 shows a comparison of the room
temperature and 220OF flexure strength of
both the Ford sintered and ASEA HlPped ro-
tors. There is little difference ir the room
temperature strength of the rotors. At 2200F,
the Ford sintered rotor has a strength of 51 t6
k-z ;, compared to 60 f5 ksi for the ASEA
IILPped rotor.
Future testing is required to verify the
apparent improvement in high temperature
strength of HIPped rotors.
During this reporting period, evaluation of
the microstructure and phase composition of
rotors S/N 316 (Ford sintered) and C/N 03093
(ASEA HlPped) was completed. Figure 89
coinpares the microstructure of the two ro-
tara. The microstructure of C/N 03093 con-
A
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Table 21. Hot Stator Rig Ceramic Parts
P/N Description Material SIN
PA3609628 Bolt Assembly (3) HPSN 013, 014, 015
PA3609619 Alignment Spacer (Rocker) (3) HPSN 004, 005, 006
PS3609679 Turbine Shroud RBSN 546
1	 3646122 Stator (integral) RBSN 205
PA3609616 Baeknhroud SASC 105A
PA3609652 ?:eal. Flow Separator RBSN 102
PA36096531 Wave Spring RBSN 249
PA3609653 Seal, Piston Ring RBSN 321
P 3609615 Combustor Baffie SASC 122
PA3609649 Transition Duct SASC 112
3846154 Regenerator Shield SASC 1016
PA3609655 Flow Separator Housing LAS 12
PA3609610 Plug Seal Alumina
PA3309620 Mounting Platform Alumina
104, 105, 106
PA3609629 Inner Thermocouple Load Spacer Alumina
PA3609630 Male Seal Alumina
PA3609631 Female Seai HPSN 204, 205, 206
Table 22. Rotor Hot lsostatic Pressing Results
Rotor
No.
HIP
Temperature,
F
Time,
hours
Density,
g/c m
Cast and Nitrided R 140 3137 l 3.31
by Ford R 146 3137 l 3.31
R 149 3137 1 3.31
10142 3002 1 3.26
Cast by ACC 03093 3002 1 3.27
09212A 3002 2 3.23
sa
Table 23. Summary of Flexure Strength and Fracture
Origins Rotor C/N 03093 I-IlPped at ASEA, 3002P
t
Room
Specimen Temperature Fracture Origin
Number Strength (40X)
13743 119.3 --
13744 128.3 Tensile Face (TF)
13745 95.6 TF Metallic Inclusion
13746 106.9 -
13747_10.8 Internal Metallic inclusion
13748 92.3 --
13749 115.9 Internal Metallic Inclusion
13750 142.4 --
13751 120.9 I	 Chamfer Metallic Inclusion
13752 101.3 Subsurface Metallic Inclusion
13769 115.9
13170 114.6 TF
13771 96.2 Internal Metallic Inclusion
13772 91.1 TF
13773 108.6 TF
':3774 88.:1 Metallic Inclusion
i	 13775 97.3 TF
13776 90.0 Porous Agglomerate
13777 106.9 Internal Metallic Inclusion
Specimen 2200F Fracture Origin
Number Strength (401)
13753 58.5 --
13754 61.9 TF
13755 54.6 TF
13756 54.0 Chamfer
13757 58.5 TF
13778 57.4 TF
13779 66 4 TF
13780 54.6 Chamfer
13781 65.3 TF
13782 63.6 TF
13758 71.0 TF
13759 60.2 No chamfer/broke at sharp corner
13760 59.7 TF
13761 60.2 TF
13762 58.1 Chamfer
13763 60.1 Chamfer
13764 66.4 TF
13765 58.1 TF
13766 60.1 TF - White surface spot
13767 59.7 Chamfer
13783 58.6 TF
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Table 24. Ford Sintered and ASEA HIP Rotor Flexure strength Comparison
Ford (S/N 316) ASEA (C/N 03093)
Room Room
Temperature 2200F Temperature 220OF
Number of Test Bars 30 10 19 21
Average Flexure Strength, ksi 110 *10 51 f6 105 *11 60 t5
Characteristics Strength, ksi 114 51 1.10 62
WeibuU Modulus 14 10 11 16
sists of very small equiaxed grains, while the
microstructure of S/N 316 consists of large
elongated grains in a fine grain matrix.
The microstructures a°e consistent with
the densification temperatures and times em-
ployed. The ASEA HIP process consisted of a
1-hour hold at 3002F and the Ford sintering
process is approximately a 3-hour hold at
higher than 3362F.
Figure 90 presents X--ray diffraction re-
sults comparing the ASEA and Ford-processed
rotors. Both rotors have Si3N4 as the major
phase, with some evidence of a second phase
(Y2Si2O7) in the ASEA rotor. More detailed
X-ray work is necessary to evaivate the pres-
ence of any minor phases.
ACC continues to fabricate roto-s of the
8-percent Y2O3, 4-percent Al203 composition,
with final densification accomplished at Ford,
ASEA, and ACC. Preliminary data suggests
that a minimum green density in cast rotors
must be obtained to assure full densification
during sintering. ACC now processes rotors
that exhibit green densities above a defined
minimum. Efforts continue on the develop-
ment of the 6-percent Y2O3, 2-percent Al2O3
composition.
Also, work continues on developing a sin-
tered reaction bonded Si3N 4 composition.
Ceramic Rotors Received
Tables 25 and 26 present the status of ACC
Code 1 and 2 rotors received during this
period. Ford did not deliver any rotors during
this period.
4.6 Rotor Dynamics/Foil Bearing
4.6.1 Rotor Dynamics/Foil Bearing Rig
As indicated in Reference 8, an aggressive
effort to map the rotor dynamics rig thermal
environment was undertaken including actual
foil bearing temperatures. Figures 91 Ptld 92
show the thermocouple locations and installa-
tion used for testing. Measured temperature
levels were lower than previously predicted by
approximately 8 to 10 percent. Using these
values and associated structural temperature
measurements, the changes in sway space
were determined for the test rig (Figure 93) as
a function of speed. Since rotor stability is
improved with decreasing sway space within
limits, an investigation of starting sway space
build dimensions was initiated to define the
geometry limits over which stability can be
maintained. Tests were conducted from 0.020
to 0.006 inch diametral sway space. Stability
was maintained throughout a range from O.O16
to 0.006 inch diametral sway space on the rig.
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Figure 89. Microstructures of ACC Cast Rotors Densified by Ford and ASEA.
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Figure 90. ASEA and Ford Processed O otors R-Ray
Diffraction Results.
Additional activities included screening
bearings for engine operation, supporting rotor
dynamic tasK force activities, and preparing
for the planned rotating group imbalance
tests.
4.6.2 Single Yea Bearim RiR Testin
Single foil bearing rig testing to determine
the thermai test bearing and the sway space
versus stability test bear;ng (Sequence 1 of
this testing) was completed. The stated test
objectives were:
• Map power consumption throughout a speed
range corresponding to the engine oper-
ating speed range for the subject bearings
• Provide empirical data for use in further
refinement of existing analytical foil bear-
ing models
Test objectives were met. Table 27 shows
a summary of results. The Sequence 1 sway
space test bearing was run twice because oil
from the loading device contaminated the
bearing, causing erroneous power losses. Both
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Table 25. ACC Code 1 Rotors Received
January 1 - June 30, 1984
Rotor
Number
Process
Status Comments
SIN 572 Sintered at Ford/ Undergoing NDE study
failed NDE
SIN 573 Sintered at Ford/
passed NDE 
SIN 632 Sintered at Ford
3/N 633 Sintered at Ford
SIN 634 Sintered at Ford
C/N 0319402 Presintered At Ford for sintering
C/N 03154 Presintered At Ford for sintering
C/N 0319401 Presintered At ASEA for sintering
C/N 04124 Presintered At ASEA for sintering
C/N 04184 Presintered At ASEA for sintering
C/N 0424402 Presintered At Ford for sintering
C/N 0416402 Presintered At Ford for sintering
C/N 04254 Presintered At Ford for sintering
C/N 05014 Presintered At Ford for sintering
bearings were run with no load and a 1-g
(6-pound) load to provide data for correlatior.
with analytical bearing models.
Post-run inspection showed no damage or
excessive wear on either bearing. Extremely
low coating wear was indicated by post-run
excessive wear on either bearing. Extremely
low coating wear was indicated by post-run
ioad-deflection tests showing almost no
Power consumption testing also was com-
pleted for 6.9 mil total thickness "P" type foil
change in total bearing deflection.
hearing of the same type currently used in the
engine with a 6-mil sway space. The two
cases tested were no load and a 1-g load
representative of the engine. The no-load
case was run to provide empirical data for use
in improving the analytical foil bearing model
now in use. The 1-g case provides data for use
in engine thermal analysis.
	 Test results
showed bearing power consumption as follows:
o 1-g load (100,000 rpm) 219 watts
o No load (100,000 rpm) 145.6 watts
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Figure 91. Location of Foil and Carrier Thermocouples for
Rotor Dynamics Rig Thermal Testing.
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Figure 92. Foils and Backing Spring
Thermocouple Installation.
Table 27. Foil Bearing Power Consumption
100,000 rpm 50,000 rpm
No Load 1-g Load No Load 1-g Load
Power Power Power Power
Consumption, Consumption, Consumption, Consumption,
Parameter watts watts watts watts
Thermal Test 100.6 155.1 32.0 60.1
Bearing
Sequence 1 60.4 174.6 31.4 79.9
Sway Space
Test Bearing
W.
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APPENDIX A
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
ADVANCED GAS TURBINE ;AGT)
POWERTRAIN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
NINTH AGT SEMIANNUAL
TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT
LO TASK 2.3 - CERAMIC ROTOR
1.i Material Development and
Characterization
To provide for longer term material cap-
ability over that presently offered by SRBSN
RM-3 material, sintering studies have been
conducted to determine the sintering behavior
of a number of SRBSN compositions. Compo-
sition ranges evaluated were 2 to 8 percent (by
weight) Y203 and zero to 2 percent A 1203. A
number of compositions were found to be
sinterable at one atmosphere nitrogen pressure
to densities exceeding 99 percent. Some com-
positions were found to be sinterable to 99
percent with the add±tion of a second high
pressure (100 atmospheres) stage to the sinter-
ing cycle. Billets have been submitted for
machining into test bars to be used for proper-
ty evaluation. The experimental data has been
formulated into a model that can predict the
sintering behavior of SRBSN materials. This
model will be used for preliminary evaluation
of further compositions.
As a result of recent reduction in program
funding, the work in progress on material
development described above will be com-
pleted, however, no further effort will be
initiated in this area.
1.2 Bladed Rotor Fabrication
1.2.1 Slip Casting of RM -3 Material Rotors
Seventeen rotors, V-30 through V-47. were
cast with the silicon slip casting process for
RM-3 material during this report period. All
were cast with slips containing the cationic
polymer addition in combination with the
0.012- percent Keltex solution. Thirteen rotors
were nitrided, and all except two were within
the density range of 2.306 to 2.380 /cm3.
Rotor V-30 had a density of 2.435 g/cm , and
V-43 2.453 g/cm 3 . Rotors V-31, V-32, V-33,
and V-35 were not nitrided.
One rotor, V-26, was sintered to a density
of 3.245 g/cm 3 , slightly below the desired den-
sity of 3.27 g/cm 3 . This rotor is scheduled for
spin testing. Two rotors with no visible flaws,
V-27 and V-41, are scheduled to be sintered.
Despite the progress made, cracking has
not been fully resolved in development of the
RM-3 silicon slip casting process. Considering
recent hudget restrictions, further develop-
ment work on this process will cease and
concentrate efforts on a modified, pre-reacted
process (RM-20 Material). However, RM-3
rotors already cast will continue through ni-
triding, sintering, and spin testing, as appro-
priate.
1.2.2 Slip Casting of RM-20 Material Rotors
Eleven AGT rotor castings have been made
using the fugitive wax mold system by the
modified, pre-reacted process (RM-20
Material). Stable slips have been developed
using Dispex as a deflocculant and a dis-
persator for establishing a castable slurry.
The slip remains stable under casting con-
ditions for over 48 hours. Casting times of 24
hours are required. Hub cracking has been
eliminated with a sealed plaster mold system.
The plaster is sized according to the moisture
content of the slip; subsequently all surfaces
are sealed to prevent water loss to the atmos-
phere. This technique eliminates green shrink-
age during the casting period by precluding
excessive water dissipation from the hub
region. Piping and low density regions within
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the hub have been eliminated by reducing the
casting times to 24 hours and optimizing the
centrifugal casting speed. Sintering cycles
have been developed to yield final densities of
97 percent of theoretical density.
Problem areas that remain in casting in-
clude achievement of complete blade fill on a
consistent basis, and improvement in water
removal techniques. Wetting agents and cen-
trifugal fill techni ques are being investigated
to improve blade fill, while improved drying
processes are under investigation.
Rotor SC-8, of RM-20 material, was spin
tested at room temperature in a vacuum to
102,400 rpm, at which point fragments from
three blades separated from the rotor. Frac-
ture surfaces were exsmined, but fracture
initiation sites could not be identified. This
rotor is being rebalanced and will be retested.
2.0 TASK 2.7 - STATOR
2.1 Molding Development
An outer insert sticking problem was en-
countered with the stator tooling near the end
of the last report period. This problem has
been corrected and molding development re-
sumed.
Additional molding studies were conducted
varying material temperature, tool temper-
ature, and inner (trailing edge forming) insert
retraction timing during the tool opening se-
quence. No significant improvement in lead-
ing or trailing edge cracks was obtained.
Tool temperature measurements have
shown that trailing edge cracks are influenced
by the inner insert temperature. However, hot
water supplied to temperature control pas-
sages in the tooling cannot provide sufficient
heat to the inner inserts without adversely
affecting the temperature in other areas of
the tool. An additional electrical heating
element has been designed and procured to
supplement tool heat in the inner insert area.
Fifteen stators were molded at conditions
previously identified as optimum for best
overall quality. These parts were made to
increase the supply of "best effort" parts for
further processing.
A group of 624 test bars (1/8 x 1/4 x 4
inches) were molded of the same material used
for stator molding. The bars were x-rayed and
will continue through the processing steps.
Because of budget restrictions, further
molding development of stators was discon-
tinued during this reporting period.
2.2 Stator Processing
Feasibility of machining two-piece stators
using crack-free half sections was established.
However, since preliminary hot screening tests
at Garrett showed encouraging results on one-
piece stators with small vane cracks, addi-
tional work on the two-piece configuration
was discontinued.
Fifteen stators were processed through
nitriding in three batches. The first nitriding
run included six stators. Because of a facili-
ties power failure, all six were poorly nitrided
and not candidates for further processing.
Visual inspection of the five stators in the
second nitriding showed many shroud cracks in
three of the stators. Two appeared acceptable
and were submitted for machining. One of
these subsequently developed many shroud
cracks. The other stator (S/N 1020308) was
visually inspected, appeared acceptable, and is
continuing through machining.
Four stators were processed in the third
nitriding run. One was cracked after nitriding.
Another power failure occurred very early in
the run and is believed to have caused the
failure. The three other stators (S/N's
0125408, 0221405 and 0207404) are in good
condition and will be processed for delivery.
MOR bars were processed through nitriding
in two batches. Many of the bars in the first
batch had numerous surface cracks similar to
1
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those found in the stators. The second batch
of test bars were nitrided along with the third
group of stators and appear to be acceptable
for further processing and shipment.
Because cof reduction in program funding
during this reporting period, parts in process
will be completes', after which, no further
work will be performed this fiscal year in
stator process development.
3.0 TASK 2.7 - FLOW SEPARATOR
HOUSING
Corning Giass Company delivered two flow
separator housing castings to Ford. These
castings are being inspected against the fiow
separator housing specifications, and wi l l be
returned to Corning for final machining.
Assuming component casting quality meets
specification, delivery to Ford of the first
machined component is expected in September
1984.
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AIRESEARCH CASTING COMPANY (ACC)
ADVANCED GAS TURBINE (AGT)
POWERTRAIN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
NINTH AGT SEMIANNUAL
TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT
ai1.0 SUMMARY
A total of 60 rotors were cast at
AiResearch Casting Company (ACC) during
this reporting period. These rotors, after
passing final inspection at Garrett, were pro-
cessed by ACC, ASEA, and Ford by sintering,
encapsulation plus NIP, and by sinter/HIP.
Densities of the rotors using these techniques
consistently fell within the 3.26 to 3.28 g/cm3
range.
ACC continued development of sinter/HIP
equipment, and anticipates the delivery of a
20000, 1500 psi system in September 1984
that will have a furnace capacity of 15 inches
in diameter by 28 inches in length. The 170
psi nitrogen sintering unit is being utilized for
pre-sintering of rotors. The current sinter/
HIP units are capable of operating up to
15,000 psi in nitrogen, and with combinations
of nitrogen and argon, of operating up to
30,000 psi.
During this reporting period a total of 39
static components were slip cast. These com-
ponents included: turbine shrouds, inner and
outer diffuser housings, baffles, transition
ducts, and seal ring components. Twenty-six
of these components have been processed and
forwarded to Garrett for testing. Nine are in
processing and four were scrapped during pro-
cessing. Eighty-four stator vanes were injec-
tion molded and 33 of these were fully pro-
cessed and shipped.
Several SRN-rotors have been processed to
evaluate the relationship between slip vis-
cosity, casting density, and depth of nitriding.
A facility has been established to support
materials characterization and specifications
for Si3N4 and Si feed materials. This facility
is being utilized in support of both slip casting
and injection molding efforts.
2.0 BCDA - ROTOR - MATERIALS AND
FABRICATION DEVELOPMENT
2.1 Productivity of Rotors
As a result of a more systematic process
control program conducted at ACC, the rate
and yield of fabrication during this reporting
period has significantly improved. This
improved productivity is clearly demonstrated
by the increased number of pre-sinte red rotors
that passed final inspection at Garrett and
were shipped to Ford or ASEA for final dens-
ification. Table B-1 compares the rotor pro-
ductivities in the last three reporting periods.
The increased productivity was due to the
improved yield at each processing step based
on the inspection specifications established at
ACC. Table B-2 lists the data for this report-
ing period.
Table B-1. Increase In Rotor Productivity
No. of Pre-Sintered
Rotors Qualified for
Period Final Densification
January - June 1983 3
July - December 1983 5
January - June 1984 9
2.2 Quality Control Program
To illustrate the improved quality cortrol
procedures, the following paragraphs provide
some examples.
2.2.1 Characterization of Slips
Some typical values of slips for particle
size distribution tests performed at ACC using
equivalent spherical diameters in microns are
listed in Table B-3.
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Table B-2. Yield of Rotor Fabrication
Month
(1984)
*'Total
Castings
No. of Rotors Passing lnspeetion After
Casting
—
Drying Pre-sintering
January 10 9 7 2
February 8 4 3 3
M arch 7 4 4 4
I
April 9 6 6 5
May 11 10 10 4
(6 remain to be
pre-sintered)
June 8 6 6 (not pre-
sintered)
*Experimental castings are not included.
Table B-3. Particle Size Distributi ,ns of Slips
Slip No.
Particle Size at Percentiles, pm
90th 50th 10th
05014 2.7 0.88 0.37
04164 2.7 0.86 0.36
04184 2.8 0.9r 0.37
05104 2.7 0.86 0.37
06124 2.7 0.86 0.37
05234 2.7 0.86 0.37
04274 2.7 0.86 0.37
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Milling in an alumina mil; jar with silicon
nitride grinding media was tried.
Results: Discoloration is still evident on
the blades of the rotor.
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A series of slips was tested using the
H FAake ^-iscometer at 25C, with CV100 measur-
ing drive, and ZA3C measurin^z system. Yield
ooints of the slips were then determined on
the shear stress versus shear strain rate
curves. Table B-4 seems to indicate a corre-
lation between yield point and gelling. 'l nis
investigation may lead to the use of the Haake
viscometer to control the quality of the slip
prior to casting.
Table B-4. Yield Point of Slip and Quality
of Casting
Slip
No.
Test
Date
Yield
point,
Pa Remarks
Good casting06044 6- 13-84 0 .14
06124 6-19--84 0.13 Good casting
05314 6- 12-84 0 . 29 Slip gelled;
rotor cracker'.
04274 5-14-84 0.22 Good Lasting
04184 5-10-84 0.24 Good casting
1	 04164 (	 4-26-84 0.24 Good Casting
2.2.2 Partic le Size Distribution Within a
Castro
Particle size distribution (PSD) measure-
ments were -,lade at different iocatio r , , on
several rotors to determine whether there is
any variation in particle size distribution with-
in dried green rotors. The results from one
randomly selected rotor are given in Table
B-5. No significant differences in PSD were
found within the rotor.
Table B-5. Particle Size Variation Within
A green Rotor
I Particle Size
i1►r.otinn
of Percentiles,
Qllth	 50th	 I	 illtn
2.2.3 Variation in Densily Wlthln a Rotor
Variation in density within rotor C/N
0507401 was measured. The segments taken
from different locations were sintered at
ACC.
The results indicated in Table B-6 show no
significant variation in density within the
rotor, also assuming that the sintering behav-
ior of the segments represents the interior
portion of the rotor.
Table B-S. Density Variation Within a
Rotor
Sintered Weight
Density, Loss,
Locat ion g/cm 3 Percent
Shaft 3.15 0.56
Blade 3.26 I	 0.44
Dome 3.27 I	 - 0.78
2.3 Discolori-Jon
The systematic discoloration near the up-
per edge of each blade of a rotor casting
remains a concern. Several experiments were
conducted trying to understand and eliminate
the problem.
o A rubber-lined mill is presently used to
mill the silicon nitride power with the
appropriate additives- Milling in a plastic
contrainer with a sih,= nitride grinding
media was conducted to determine if dis-
coloration is caused by the rubber lining.
R::sults: Seve re outgassing of the slip
caused voids and negative lines on the cast
rotors.
o Bubbling slip, decanting the "clean" slip,
discarding the slip surface which is full of
"black discoloration".
o Results: This experiment is still on-going.
2.4 Sinter/HIP Experiments
Three experimental sinter/HIP runs were
made on three presintered Mors which
yielded final densities of 3.26, 3.25 and 3.23
g/cm3.
2.5 Rotor Dimension Control
As an initial step to dimensionally control
the densi"ied rotors, some rotors have been
measured after pre-sintering to evaluate di-
mensional stahility. This data will be used to
establish a precise shrinkage factor for future
tooling design. The measurements were done
at the following locations:
o From leading edge to leading edge
o From leading edge to trailing edge
o From trailing edge to trailing edge
o Shaft diameter
3.0 BCD - CERAMIC STRUCTURES
3.1 Turbine Shroud
Eight turbine shrouds were nitrided and
delivered to Garrett for testing. Four add-
itional shrouds are in processing. One turbine
shroud was shipped to Garrett for green machin-
ing early in this reporting period. All green
machining is now done at ACC.
The casting of turbine shrouds effort was
reduced in March 1984 since an adequate num-
ber were available _t Garrett for testing and
an anticipated design change was being con-
sidered. Later in the reporting period,
problems with a nitriding furnace csused fur-
ther processing delays. One furnace has been
rebuilt twice and now is in operation. One
furnace is awaiting new components to replace
defective components and will be in operation
in early September 1984. A new furnace is to
be delivered in early July 1984 anJ will be
operational shorty thereafter.
3.2 Turbine Irner Diffuser
Six inner diffuser housings were cast,
machined, nitrided, and delivered to Garrett
for testing. Additional inner diffuser housings
will be processed to meet Garrett require-
ments as needed. Machining and nitriding
schedules are being evaluated for these.
3.3 Turbine Outer Diffuser
Six outer diffuser housings were cast,
machined, nitrided, and delivered to Gar: ett
for testing.
3.4 Stator
Eighty-four stater vanes were injection
molded for processing at ACC during this
reporting period. Thirty-three stator vanes
were fully processed and shipped to Garrett
for testing.
Twenty-seven of the injection molded
stator vanes were rejected after dewaxing as a
result of x-ray evaluations. Thirty-four blades
have been dewaxed, tested, and are ready for
nitriding. No additional stator vanes will be
injection molded since an adequate number is
available for Garrett testing schedules.
3.5 Combustor Baffle
Two combustor baffles were cast, nitrided,
and forwarded to Garrett.
3.6 Transition Ducts
Five transition ducts have been cast and
are being processed.
3.7 Ring Components
Six flow separator housing seal rings were
cast, nitrided, and shipped to Garrett for test-
ing. In addition, two 9.5 inch diameter cylin-
ders were cast, prenitrided, and shipped to
Garrett for machining into flow separator
housing rings.
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In addition to the deliver} of hardware,
ACC intends to develop improved process
controls and move sapid delivery of hardware.
All incoming materials and slip viscosities are
fully characterized to be sure that the process
controls produce consistent results. The flow
properties of injection molding mixes are fully
evaluated to determine if more rapid through-
put can be accomplished.
4.0 SRN - ROTOR - MATERIAL AND
PROCE38 DEVELOPMENT
The serious outgassing problem often asso-
ciated with a Y203 compound containing sili-
con has been solved by an improved slip pre-
paration procedure.
Investigations were conducted to study
ways to increase the depth and degree of
nitridation of thick silicon castings. One con-
cept was to blend a controlled amount of
Si3N4 powder into silicon powder. The addi-
tion of Si3N4 powder was to vary the pore
structure of the silicon compact and also to
test the possible catalytic effect. A series of
specimens are being made and one rotor was
cast. Preliminary nitridation results were
encouraging.
Several experimental rotors were cast and
subsequently nitrided. The highest bulk den-
sity obtained was 2.52 g/cm 3 . The density of
the nitrided rotor did not vary significantly
from the skin to the center of the rotor. An
optical microscopic examination of one of the
rotors showed only a very small amount of
unreacted silicon (=3 percent) exits in the
interior of the rotor.
X-rav d i ffraction analysis of one of the
nitrided rotors shows that the phase distribu-
tion is nearly identical across the hub section
of the rotor. The percentages of the phases
on x-ray peak intensities are:
	 56-percent
aSi 3 N 4, 36-percent	 B.Si3N4, 7-percent
Y20NOi 1 20 1 8, and 1-percent Fe.
A preliminary sintering experiment ahowed
that the density of a sintered SRN sample
could be 3.16 g/cm 3 or higher. A series of
experiments were conducted to determine the
effect of Fe203 concentration on the nitri-
dation behavior of SRN castings. The results
show that the percent of weight gain increases
with Fe203 content ranging from 1 to 5 per-
cent (by weight), however the sintered density
seems to be unaffected.
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APPENDIX C
1. BACKGROUND
THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
(UNIQUE WORK)
ADVANCED GAS TURBINE (AGT)
POWERTRAIN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
NINTH ACT SEMIANNUAL
TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT
2. SUMMARY
This report summarizes the work carried
out by the Carborundum Company during the
time period 1 January through 30 June 1984,
for Garrett on the Advanced Gas Turbine
Powertrain Svstem Development Program.
C ..borundum's objective is to optimize
ceramic forming methods for sintered alpha
silicon carbide (SASC) components and deliver
SASC hardware for the AGT101 engine .:evel-
opment program per the agreed schedule.
Activities during this period continued to
focus on 6 stationary ceramic parts: transi-
tion duct, combustor baffle, stator segments,
turbine shroud, regenerator shield, and com-
bustor liner. Four fabrication processes: in-
jection molding, plastic forming, isopressing/
green machining, and plastic extrusion were
used to produce parts per the agreed work
statement. These di,ferent processing meth-
ods were selected with respect to the com-
plexity, size and shape of the individual com-
ponent, and also to further the development of
high volume, low cost SASC parts fabrication
techniques.
Four of the 6 component configurations
have already been subjected to various rig
tests under a variety of conditions and have
repeatedly performed well. The 4 configu-
rations tested are: transition duct (iso-
pressed/green machined), combustor baffle
(slip cast), regenerator shield (isopressed/
green	 machined), and stator segments
(injection molded).
Work continued on sill projects and resulted
in the delivery of 3 ground regenerator shields,
8 combustor liners, 1 combustor baffle, and 2
transition ducts. The latter incorporatf-d addi-
tional stock in height, but no thermocouple
tube holes (latest design iteration). Four of
the shipped combustor liners were plastic ex-
truded, the combustor baffie was slip cast and
all other components sent during this reporting
period were made by isopressing and green
machining.
Plastic forming and injection molding were
investigated for the fabrication of combustor
baffles. Only small changes on the molding
tool were required to make the dual forming
approach feasible. The remaining 2 compo-
nents stator segments and turbine shroud are
injection ;Molded. The main emphasis with
respect to stator segments was put into opti-
mizatior. of mold design. In the case of
turbine shrouds, work focused on obtaining
sintering fixtures which minianize warpage of
the locating tabs snd aid in a uniform concen-
tric shrinkage pa''ttern on the turbine shroud/
outer diffuser housing interface.
3. S'T'ATIC STRUCTURES
3.1 Turbi:ie Stator
Individua! SASC stator segments have been
made using the injection molding process. A
new steel mold which incorporates a new set
of shrinK factors was received. Initial molding
runs indicated insufficient filet radii between
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the airfoil and the sidewalls, a thin trailing
edge, and a large parting line on the trailing
edge. The mold was reworked and additional
molding trails were conducted. Parts were
fully processed and passed X-ray, fluorescent
penetrant inspection (FPI) and visual inspec-
tion. Dimensional checks showed an under-
sized airfoil with respect to length and thick-
ness. The mold cavity was increased
accordingly and a new molding run is sched-
uled for early July 1984.
o Evaluation of the old molding tool in con-
junction with a modified powder (Com-
pound C) was continued.
o Two different moldings yielding 80 and 110
individual stator segments, respectively,
were conducted. All parts were subjected
to binder removal and in-process NDE.
Fifty percent of the visually acceptable
parts were sintered and inspected. The
majority of parts had low densities and
showed unacceptable dimensional vulner-
ability. Work on the old molding tool was
discontinued.
o Molding trials with the new injection mold-
ing tool were scheduled early during this
reporting period.
o Four hundred individual stator segments
using standard mix (Compound B; were
molded and baked. A total of 190 parts
were cleaned and sintered in the new sin-
tering fixtures.
o All parts had good densities aad also
showed good dimensional stability, but ex-
: ibited sharp filet radii and a thin trailing
edge. Garrett received three as--sintered
stator segments and verified the devia-
tions.
o The molding tool was reworked and 400
parts were molded using Compound C.
o Parts were baked and cleaned. A total of
146 stator segments were sinterea using
standard conditions and submitted for in-
sp,zc±ion. Three as-molded plastic stator
segments and 3 as-sintered SASC parts
made with the reworked tool were sent to
Garrett for evaluation.
o A 50-pound batch of Compound B was
prepared and 300 stator segments were
molded.
o All parts made from this Compound B
completed bake-out, 88 were cleaned, and
38 of these were sintered and inspected.
Simile.r results as for the recently molded
Compound C stator segments were
obtained. Parts had good densities and
shape integrity but exhibited vane profiles
which were too short and thin on the
trailing edge. Consequently, the injection
molding tool was sent out for rework in the
trailing edge and an additional 50 pounds of
Compound B was prepared.
3.2 Turbine Shroud
The turbine shroud, the largest injection
molded SA,,>C part fabricated by Carborundum,
is made on a 1000-ton injection molding
machine at a custom molding facility. Work
on the redesigned turbine shroud continued.
The old mold had been modified in areas with
sufficient stock to a^commodate the new
shape. Additional green machining is required
to minimize final grinding. Parts from the
first molding trial, conducted at the end of the
last reporting period, and parts from a second
molding run were processed. Activities
focused on sintering and the design of ade-
quate sintering fixtures to reduce warpage and
distortion.
o In-process nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
on green machined turbine shrouds of Com-
pounds B and D of the first molding trial
revealed some plastic and metal contami-
nation in the parts. Turbine shrouds that
passed inspection, with the exception of
those evidencing contamination, were used
for fixturing trials during sintering.
o Nine green-machined turbine shrouds of
Compound B and 2 of Compound D were
processed through bake-out, cleaning and
sintering. All turbine shrouds except the
first one (Compound B) were sintered using
specifically designed fixtures. The first
part was sintered without any fixture to
a4
Compound P2 was prepared and 35 combus-
tor baffles were injection molded and sub-
mitted for in-process NDE. Three as-
molded parts were sectioned and processed
through sintering. Four injection—molded
parts progressed through cleaning, pre-
sinter treatment, and sintering. These
parts showed good surface finish, tab defi-
nition and adequate stock on the OD, but
were oversized on the ID. The remaining
parts will be used for sintering trials.
allow observance of the undisturbed shrink- 	 o
age behavior. Both parts made from Com-
pound D exhibited very low density, there-
fore, no additional parts of this compound
were processed.
o The sintering fixtures employed addressed
mainly the warpage of the tabs, out-of-
roundness on the large ID, and drag of the
shrinking part on the setter surface.
o The second injection-molding trial yielded
23 parts made with Compound B and 22
parts made with Compound C.
o Twelve turbine shrouds from the second
molding trial passed for in-process NDE,
then were green machined and placed into
bake-o;,t. Three parts completed bake-out;
one was cleaned and sintered.
o During this reporting period, 12 green-
machined turbine shrouds were sintered,
but all showed some distortion and insuffi-
cient stock for grinding on the large ID.
Consequently, near the end of the report-
ing period, 6 unmachined turbine shrouds
from the second molding run were submit-
ted for bake-out. These parts should have
sufficient stock to meet print dimensions
on the large ID.
o Sintering of the first unmachined part is
scheduled for late July 1984.
3.3 Combustor Baffle
Combustor baffles that were supplied and
successfully te:,ted, were made by .ising a slip
casting method. To eliminate green machining
of the inside contour an advanced plastic
forming me-thod was chosen to replace slip
casting as a forming process. The steel mold
was designed for easy conversion from a
plastic forming tool to an injection molding
tool. Beth methods were used in sequence to
produce combustor baffles during the current
reporting period. The injection molding
process yields parts closer to specification.
Current work focuses on optimization of the
injection-molded combustor baf °les.
o The molding tool was reduced on the ID, an
additional spacer was added to reduce the
wall thickness from 0.25 to 0.20-inch and
14 baffles were molded. An incomplete
filling pattern and some excessive overflow
was attributed to flaws in the parting lane
of the tool and an insufficient radius on the
ID.
New molding trials with a reworked mold-
ing tool are scheduled for the middle of
July 1984.
3.4 Transition Duct
The transition duct has been fabricated by
using isopressed tube billets and green machin-
ing the height as well as inside and outside
contours. Each part is sintered on a contoured
mandrel and ortiy minor grinding work is re-
quired to obtain a finished part.
This component has consistently performed
satisfactorily in various rig and engine tests.
Latest design optimizations resulted in the
incorporation of integral thermocouple tube
ports. This added feature represents a new
development step with respect to assembly
and sinter techniques.
o Three transition ducts with height added on
the transition duct/turbine shroud inter-
face were sintered. Two parts passed as-
fired quality inspections. The parts were
ground, inspected, annealed and shipped to
Garrett with corresponding MOR test bars.
One transition duct was rejected for linear
FPI indications,
i
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io Five billets for transition duct design
PA3609649 resulted in 3 green-rachined
parts. One of these was used as a trial
piece to test the selection method for tube
insertion.
o Two sintering trials were conducted. The
first consisted of a green tube section and
sintered tube inserts, and the second of a
green transition duct and green tube
inserts. Both showed good integrity, -- the
latter has been submitted for leak test and
dimensional check.
o Three blanKS for transition duct design
PA3610213 were isopressed and pre-turned.
3.5 Combustor Liner
Previously supplied combustor liners were
made by isopressing/green machining. Plastic
extrusion has been chosen to replace isopres-
sing/green machining of this c, nfiguration
because of a potential for high volume produc-
tion at low cost.
Developmental activities focused on the
processing of large diameter plastic extruded
tubing. Isopressing/green machining was used
in a parallel approach to ensure a flow of parts
to Garrett as extrusion development
proceeded.
o Sintered and ground combustor liners from
the third extrusion run showed internal and
surface defects and exhibited warpage
which resulted in only partial gr i nding of
the OD and IF surfaces.
o Four isopressed/green-machined parts were
sintered, inspected, cut to size, annealed
and shipped to Garrett with corresponding
MOR test bars.
o Work on extrusion continued and a fourth
extrusion run yielded acceptable tube
stock. Individual sections were checked
for X-ray defects, baked, sintered, and
inspected.
o Four extruded parts were OD/ID ground,
cut to size, inspected, annealed, and
shipped to Garrett with corresponding
MOR test bars.
o An additional two isopressed/green-
machined parts were  sintered and submit-
ted for inspection to complete delivery
requirements.
3.6 Regenerator Shield
Prc.-;ously supplied parts were made by
isopressing/green machining and final grinding.
Plastic extrusion has been investigated as an
advanced forming process and developmental
activities concentrated on the extrusion of a
large diameter thick-walled tube and subse-
quent take-up and handling techniques. To
meet delivery requirements, efforts on
extruded as well as isopresserl 'green-machined
parts were conducted.
o Parts from the second extrusion run were
processed but did not yield deliverable
quality parts. One sintered part was
ground but showed surface flaws and insuf-
ficient stock on the OD. In-process NDE
revealed internal flaws.
o Three isopressed/green-machined regen-
erator shields were ground inspected,
annealed, and shipped to Garrett with cor-
responding MOR test bars.
o This completes 1984 delivery requirements
for this component.
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DISPERSION OF SILICON POWDER
by
M. D. Sacks
University of Florida
October 7, 1983
DISPERSION OF SILICON POWDER
W
R
I. INTRODUCTION
The objectives of this study were:
(1) to evaluate the effect of (a) pH and (b) dispersant additions on the
state of dispersion of silicon suspensions and
(2) to determine the relationship between the suspension state of
dispersion and the pore structure formed in cast green bodies.
The state of dispersion was evaluated using r}eological, electrokinetic
a-i particle sedimentation measurements. Porosity in the green bodies was
_valuated by mercury porosimetry.
II. MATERIALS
The following materials were provided by hIResearch Casting Company:
(1) Ground Kemanord IV, 65-64, Silicon-3` Ferric Oxide
(2) Unground Kemanord IV Silicon
(3) Ground Kemanord IV Silicon
(4) Fisher Scientific Co. I-116 Ferric Oxide
Unless indicated otherwise, material (1) was used in all experiments.
it►e as-received powder was "aged" in distilled water for 144 hours.
Subsequently, the "aged' suspension was filtered, washed, and dried.
Suspensions were normally prepared using a Red Devil paint shaker for
mixing. Ultrasonication was also used in some e--periments (described in
Section III). Unless indicated otherwise, pH adjustments were made using NaOH
and HC1 solutions.
S
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III. RESULTS
A. Electrokinetic Behavior
Lnterparticle attractive and repulsive forces control the structural
arrangements of particles in suspension (i.e. the state of dispersion:). Good
dispersion is achieved when repulsive forces are 3ignifica.ntly greater than
attractiv- forces, while flocr-ulation occuis when attractive forces are
dominant.
Electrokinet=c measurements are used to giv-- information about the
magnitude of electrostatic repulsive forces in suspensions. In Fig. t, the
electrophoretic mobility (as determined by micruelectropnoresis measurements)
is plotted vs. suspension pH for aqueous Si - 3%Fe. 203
 suspensions.
(Measurements were carried out on at least two samples for each pH. At least
20 individual measurements were averaged for each sample.) High negative
electrophoretic mobilities (indicative of high negati-e surface charge) were
observed at high pH, while low or zero mobilities were obtained at low PA.
This behavior is very similar to observations with aqueous silica suspensions,
indicating that the Kemanord silicon surfaces are oxidized.
Zeta potentials (see Fig. 2) were calculated from the average
electrophoretic mobility at each pH using the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation:
C
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where I
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t
I
,I
C - zeta potential in V
u	 electrophoretic mobility in m s 'V
n = viscosity of the suspending liquid in Pa-s
E - relative dielectric constant of the suspending ligaid
ED
 = permittivity of vacuum (8.854 x 10 -1` F/m)
The repulsive energy per unit area, VR , as a function of separation,d,
between two particles (flat plate approximation) can be approximated (for the
case of symmetrical electrolytes) by:
ze	 2
VR =	 64KkT	 tanh	
*D	
exp( -Kd)
	
(2)
 4k'rj
where
e2 N	 1
A	 2
K	
1000 cc kT	
M i z 1 2	 (3)
0
and
*D - potential at the outer Helmholtz plane
e	 - elementary charge (1.602 x 10-19C)
NA = Avogadro constant (6.022 x 10 23
 mol-1)
k	 - Boltzmann constant (1.381 x 10 -23 J/-K)
T - terperrture in -K
z i - valence number of ion species i
M 	 - concentration of ion species i in mol L-1
n	 - number of ions per c=3
{I
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Since it is generally assumed that *D = ;, the importance of zeta potential on
electrostatic repulsive forces is readily seen.
B. Rheological Behavior
1. pH Effect	 I
Fig. 3 shows the rheological flow behavior (i.e. shear stress vs.
shear rate) &t several pH values for suspensions containing 30 volume
percentage (vol t) solids. The suspension at pH - 4.0 is characteristic of a
highly flocculated suspension for twc, reasons: (1) a yield stress must be
exceeded before flow occurs and (2) shear thinning behavior is observed, i.e.
the viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate (see Fig. 5). In contrast,
suspensions at F,9 - 9.0 and pH - 10.7 are relatively Newtonian, i.e. the shear
stress is linearly proportional to the shear rate. In moderately concentrated
suspensions, this behavior is characteristic of good dispersion. Low shear
rate rheology measurements (Fig. 4) on the two high pH suspensions show that
the suspension at pH - 10.7 is actually slightly shear chinning, indicating
some flocculation occurs (at ler.st at very low shear rates). This may seem
somewhat surprising since the zeta potential (Fig. 2) is slightly higher at
pH - 10.7 compared to pH - 9.0.. However, the observed flocculation in the
former suspension is readily explained by recognizing that interparticle
electrostatic repulsive forces are strongly dependent upon the solution
electrolyte concentration. (The inverse exponential dependence on K, the
Debye-Huckel parameter, is noted in equation (2). Equation (3) shows that K
is proportional to the solution iodic strength.) In order to achieve high
suspension pH values, NaOH (i.e. an electrolyte) was added. The electrolyte
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concentration at pH - 10.7 is apparently high enough to diminish repulsive
forces and to cause soaae flocculation.
Figure 5 shows viscosity vs. shear rate plots for suspensions (with
30 vol t solids) of varying pH. Suspensions with low pH land with low zeta
potential, Fig. 2) are highly shear thinning, i.e. the viscosity decreases as
the shear rate increases. Suspensions with intermediate pH (and with moderate
to high zeta potentials, Fig. 2) are relatively Newtonian, i.e. the viscosity
is independent of shear rate. As the suspension pH increases above 9.0 (and
the electrolyte concentration becomes high), slightly shear thinning behavior
is observed.
2. Solids Loading Effect
Figs. 6 and 7 show the effect of solids loading on suspensions with
moderate repulsive forces (i.e. pH - 6.3, Fig. 6) and high repulsive forces
(i.e. pH - 9.0, Fig. 7). In the former case (Fig. 6), suspension viscosities
increase vary rapidly as the solids loading increases. In addition,
suspensions become highly shear thinning at the higher solids loadings.
Viscosities are ouch lower for pH - 9.0 suspensions at higher solid loadings
(i.e. 40, 50, and 56 volt suids, Fig. 7) than corresponding pH - 6.3
suspensions. The pH-9.0 suspensions are also less shear thinning at low shear
rates, and they show shear thickening behavior at high shear rates. This type
F
behavior is ofter observed in suspension which have high solids ioadina and
—
highly charged particles.
Fig. a shows the rheological flow behavior of a s uspension rece.vec
from AlResearch Casting Co. (reported to be 75 wtt, i.e. appro,:^-mately 56 volt
solids). The suspension is similar to the pH W 9.0 (56 volt solids)
A3
suspension described above. Fig. 9 shows the low shear rate portion of the
AIResearch suspension flow curve. It is evident that some structure builds up
(i.e. particle-particle networks) at the very low shear rates.
3. Ultrasonication Effect
Figs. 10 and 11 show the effect of ultrasonication on the
rheological behavior of suspensions (pH - 9.0 and pH - 7.8, respectively)
containing 56 volt solids. Sonication results in decreased viscosities,
particularly at high shear rates. This can be attributed to more efficient
breakdown of powder agglomerates. The effect of a-nication tends to be less
important a #- -ory low shear rates since some structure development appears to
be unavoidable in high solids loading suspensions.
Fig. is compares the viscosity vs. shear rate for the: (1)
as-received AIRersearch suspension, (2) pH - 9.0, 56 volt solids, 15 min.
sonicated suspension, and (3) pH - 7.8, 56 volt solids, 30 min conicated
suspension.
C. Porosity of Gravity Cast Samples
Several suspensions were cast in hollow cylinders on glass plates
and allowed to settle under gravity. After sedimentation was complete,
samples were dried, removed from the cylinders, and characterized by mercury
porosimetry. Table I reports total porosity (volume percen tage of pores) and
the median pore radius (in nanometrrs) determined for these powder compacts.
Samples prepared from flocculated suspensions form highly porous, large pore
size powder compacts. For example, the 40 volt solids, pH - 6.3 suspension
resulted in a compact with -44% porosity and 250rm median pore radius. The
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the particle size is in the submicron range. Only under these
conditions. p i approaches p o , and thus the Adcock and McDowall
treatment becomes a valid one for this special case.
^.^ SYSTEM PARAMETER
Finally, the most obvious way of attaining a high consolida-
tion rate is to work with a system where the system parameter, n.
is minimized (Eqs. (6) and (19)i. However, it should also be
noted that when working with highly concentrated suspensions and
thus low values of the system parameter. our initial assumption
of ignoring the gravitational settling effects becomes more
Justifiable due to hindered sedimentation effects.C163
4.0 SUMMARY
The colloidal filtration model outlined in this work was
developed for the case of particle consolidation on the surface
of a semi-infinite porous mold. Our equation	 describing the
parabolic nature of the f i l tratior. process for this case is
similar to the one proposed by Dal and Deen.173 Only when the
hydraulic resistance of the mold can be ignored. the equation
reduces to the one derive6 by Adcocir and McDowall.1113
For a given total pressure drop, the conditions resulting in
high consolidation rates are outlined in terms of the hydraulic
resistance contributions of the consolidated layer and the mold.
High consolidation rates can be achieved when the resistance of
the consolidated layer is lowered by using large particle
si--e systems and/or by increasing the void ratio of the conso-
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4.0 SUMMARY
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similar to the one proposed by Dal and Deen.173 Only when the
hydraulic resistance of the mold can be ignored, the equation
reduces to the one derived by Adcock: and McDowall.1113
For a given total pressure drop, the conditions resulting in
high consolidation rates are outlined in terms of the hydraulic
resistance contributions of the consolidated layer and the mold.
High consolidation rates can be achieved when the resistance of
the consolidated layer is lowered by using large particle
size systems and/or by increasing the void ratio of the conso-
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lidated layer. Both of thsse approaches may not necessarily be
desirable when the nature of microstructure evolution in the
subsequent sinter.ng stage is considered. Alternatively. a more
effective way of increasinu the consolidation rate is to work:
with suspensions where the particle concentration is maximized.
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APPENDIX II
Garett Turbine Engine Company
A Division of The Garrett Corporation
111 c 34 ST
P O. BOX 5217
PHOENIX
ARIZONA 85010
Tel (602) 267-3011
Telex 667337 GARRETT PHX
December 21, 1983
Dr. I1 han A!:say
Dept. of Materials Science
and Engineering
Roberts Hall F6-10
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195
-HAN AKSAy 
LW
	
a
Dear Ilhan:
Enclosed are SEM photomicrographs of the specimens cast by you with the Ube
powder and sintered at ACC at 1600, 1750 and 1850'C. These show an excel-
lent sequence of the development of the microstructure. One item that is
missing is documentation of the morphology and size of the starting powder.
Do you have a sample left for SEM study?
The followirg are my observations regarding the microstructures. I am
interested in your comments and additional observations.
1600'C Microstructure
o Appears to have a domain structure rather than a close-packed structure,
i.e., regions of dense packing of roughly equiaxed grains (which are
probably very similar to the starting powder) surrounded or interspersed
with pore channels.
o Appear to be elongated grains extending into pores. Have they grown
into the pores preferentially, or are they uniformly distributed and
;ust more visible in porous regions?
o X-ray diffraction shows a 50/50 ratio between a and 6 Si 3 N4* plus
Y20N4Si12018. a - 6 transformation has begun at 1600'C but is not
completed.
o Sintering was conducted at 16.7 psi nitrogen pressure in Run HPST-268.
Dens ities**of two sampl es were 2.87 and 2.80 g/cm3.
*Ratio determined using the technique of Z. Mencik and M.A. Short, "Quantitative
Phase Analysis of Synthetic Si3N4 by x-ray diffraction: An Improved Procedure",
Ford Motor Company Scientific Research Staff Technical Report #SR-72-98.
**Density measured according to ASTM C373.
I 
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APPENDIX F
LIST OF SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Acronym	 Definition
ACC AiResearch Casting Company
AE acoustic emissions
AGT advanced gas turbine
AGT101 AGT model being developed by Garrett/Ford
Al203 aluminum oxide
ASEA ASEA Pressure Systems, Inc. Los Angeles
ATS air turbine starter
CBO Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, NY
CFDC Combined Federal Driving Cycle
dB decibel
DF diffusion flame (relates to combustor/nozzle)
DF-2 diesel fuel grade 2
DOE Department of Energy
ECU electronic control unit
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
F Fahrenheit (degrees of)
FC film-cooled (relates to fuel nozzle)
Ford Ford Motor Company
FPI fluorescent-penetrant inspection
Fuller's earth fine, dust-like material for detecting flow paths
Garrett Garrett Turbine Engine Company, Division of
The Garrett Corporation
GE - Cordierite coating material made by General Electric
g gravity, 1-g = force equal to one gravity
g/cm 3 grams per cubic centimeter
HIP het isostatic pressing
HPSN hot pressed silicon nitride
HTP high temperature protection insulation
made by Lockheed Corporation
Hz Hertz, cycles per second
ID inner diameter
IGV inlet guide vane
inch U.S. customary linear unit—centimeters
in-lb inch-pounds (work)
I-85 copper base coating material (regenerator seals)
I-1.`1 zinc oxide base coating material (regenerator seals)
JP-4 keros(ae base aviation jet fuel
ksi one-thousand pounds per square inch
Kyocera Kyocera International, Inc, Kyoto, Japan
LAS lithium alumina silicate ceramic material
LBO lean blowout (combustor fuel-air mixture)
I b-in pound-inch (torque)
lb/hr pounds per hour (flow)
lb/min pounds per minute 'flow)
mil one-thousandth of one inch
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APPENDIX F (Contd)
LIST OF SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Acronym	 Definition
MOR modulus of rupture
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NDE nondestructive evaluation
NGK NGK - Locke, Inc
NO x nitric oxides
OD outer diameter
pH relative acidity to alkalinity balance
psid, oP differential pressure, pounds per square inch
pounr', lb U.S customary weight measure-0.373 kilograms
p-p peak-to-peak
PH
rig pressure psi 
particle size distribution
RBSN reaction bonded silicon nitride
RCG reaction cured glass, Lockheed Corp.
Rene 41 high temperature heat resistant superalloy
RM-1 Ford rotor material, first generation
RM-2 Ford rotor material, second generation
RM-3 Ford rotor material, third generation
rpm revolutions per minute
SASC sintered alpha silicon carbide ceramic material
SC201 silicon carbide ceramic material
SIMCAB simplex cone air blast fuei nozzle
Si3N 4 silicon nitride
S/N serial number
SNN sintered silicon nitride ceramic material
shp shaft horsepower
TBC thermal barrier coating
TF tensile face
Ti titanium
TIT turbine inlet temperature
Tmax maximum temperature
TSF temperature spread factor
T3 . 5 rating point - combustor inlet temperature
T4.1 rating point - tug b;n-- inlet temperature
UCLA University of California at Los Angeles
VIGV variable inlet guide vane
Wayne-Kerr rotor dynamic measuring devices
watt electrical power - one volt x one ampere
Waspalloy heat resistant, high temperature superalloy
Y203 yttrium oxide
U micron, one millionth meter
2-D two-dimensional
3-D three-dimensional
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